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Two Dead

Candidates Cannot

TO

Issue In Next Campaign.
Political leaders in New Mexico
are lying awake nights to devise
means to keep down and out of the
prohibition issue- during the legislative campaign this tall. Neither
of the three great parties is anxious to tackle it, there being a
difference of opinion between two
of the parties on the proposition.
The lenders argue skillfully that it
is not a political or a party question, but those fighting for or
against prohibition are not in a
mood for academic discussion and
insist that it is a live burning question that must be settled and settled right. At the present the pro
hibitionists, and they include a
number oi adroit politicians, are
setting the stage for a campaign
that they hope will sweep New
Mexico into the dry column.
The past two legislatures refused
or refrained from submitting a
e
prohibition issue, and it
was thought that prohibition was
shelved with a local option law.
In the fall campaign every candidate for the legislature will be
scrutinized as to his proclivities,
whether for or against prohibition,
and will be compelled to meet the
issue somehow.
The prohibitionists have made
the local option lajv a mighty weapon of offense. Of Ó25 precincts
in the state, fully 400 are without
saloon. Whole counties have been
swept into the dry colnmn, and
towns and cities that were dry voted for the saloons, and what is lost
in one section of the state is gained in another.
The populous and wealthy precinct of San Miguel is circulating
a local option petition and many
other precincts in northern New
Mexico, including Maxwell, French
and Springer, in Colfox county,
have decided to submit the quesState-wid-

'

Ot Teachers'

tance of over four miles. A posse
pursued the gruesome fiend located
the tracks where he had left the
ditch and found the man in the
neighborhood of Salt petre canon,
unconscious from exposure and over exertion, due from walking
The two days session of the Colthrough an eignt-inc- h
snow.
fax County Teachers Association
The man died within an hour aftopened in Raton, Friday morning
er being brought hack to Dawson
at the high school building with a
in the hospital, thus avoiding the
large number of the county teach
facing of court and gallows.
ers answering the roll call. Fri- aay dinner was served the visiting
teachers from 13 to t, in the rooms
Two
Killed
of the domestic science depart
ment. The Raton board of educa
tion were the hosts on this occa
T. F. Hunt; a farmer, was arsion, while the seniors and juniors rested at Tucumcari, Sunday night
of the high school, under the direc on order of District Judge
Lieb,
tion of Miss Grace Gillette, teach charged with knowledge of the killer of domestic science, served the ing of John Sweazea ar.d
William
dinner.
Iones, prominent farmers who were
Dr. C. M. Light, president of shot to death from Ambush late
the Southwestern Normal School Friday night, near Tucumcari.
at Silver City, was the principal
Sweazca's wife also is held as a
speaker at the Friday evening ses- witness for the grand jury now in
sion in the high school auditorium. session. Both menjwere instantly
The visiting teachers were given a killed. Dispute over homesteads
joy ride over the acenic highway in which
Hunt is said to have been
Saturday afternoon.
involved are believed to have causTbe entire school staff from Cim- ed the murders.
arron was present at the convenThe case will be tried at the
tion and report that the session term of court now in session in
was a very beneficial one.
Quay county. Public opinion has
been aroused to a high pitch.

Association

Union County Will

Springer Spasms

High School, May

tion.

Easter Suudayrwas fittingly observed by the different church denominations in SpringerAppropriate programs were held and enjoyed bythe church goers.
-

The county commissioners oi
Differences of opinion have arisUnion county last Saturday
en in Springer over the election,
the question of a county
on April 7. Tbe two political parhigh school to the voters. The
ties are bitter against one another,
election will be held on May iS,
and the outlook for a peaceable
and owing to the great necessity
coalition is not very bright at this
for the school, no doubt it will be
sub-mitte-

New Member
Od County

d

time.

established.

At the last examina
The Springer baseball team detion .there were sixty applicants for
feated the French team at the formadmission to the high school.
The petition asking for a vote on er place on Sunday, by a score oi
the question was signed by 1,400 5 to 4. This was tbe first game oi
tbe season and was well attended.
taxpayers of the county.
At tbe election in Sprtcger last
Tuesday
the following village offi
Last week Wednesday, Gov.
were elected: Louis
cials
arcia.
McDonald appointed George C.
Should Act At Once mayor; Fred Arellano, Anastacio
King of Springer, as a member of
Herrera. J. M. Caldwell and I. C.
the Colfax county road board, to
Fioersheim,
trustees; Florencio
fill the unexpired term of J. J.
E. C, Sperry oi Raton has closed Martinez, clerk. It snowed during
who was removed. It was a
contract with the Santa Fe rail- the day.
not giveu out by the governor on way to haul tourists over
the side-tri- p
what grounds the removal oi Jaifrom Trinidad to Santa Fe, by
loe Rich, who with bis brothers
ler was based, but it is rumored wayol Cimarron, the canyon, Taos owns a
beautitul cattlelraach near
that tbe chief executive had con- and tbe Rio Grande, it is rumor- Vermejo
Park, was a visitor in tbe
templated a change for some time, ed that the tourists will not stop in Key City,
Tuesday and Wednes
jerfers, who owns and operates tbe
Cimarron but a iew moments, and day. He reports that their stock
telephone line at Maxwell, refuses this being tbe condition,
losses during the past winter weie
to relinquish his r;ghts at commisshould take steps to avoid exceedingly small over the losses
sioner. Tbe other members oi the this at once.
of former winters.
board are John Livingston of Cimarron, and Dimick Baldwin oi RaJoe Menapace oi Maxwell was in
ton. The trio are a good team and Cimarron several days this week,
H. A. Kerr t;me in irom the
will improve the county roads
looking alter his business interests Kayado ranch the first of the week
to transact business matters.
here ie tbe Legal Ten lei.

Road Board

Jef-fer-

s,

s

COLFAX"

Dynamite Located In
Guadalupe Court House

Key City
taster day in Cimarron proved
to be one of the prettiest seen in
years, from early morning until in
the duk of the evening the sun
shone at its best. The churches
were crowoea and tbe impressive
Easter services largely enjoyed.
Special services were held in all
places of worship in the morning
and also in the evening.
As usual Easter Sunday bro ght
forth many new creations in millinery and women's gowns.
Hats
decked with flowers, foliage and
feathers, all of the most brilliant
hues, and gowtis with the cleverest
of draperies, slits and other effects
known onlv to womankind, together with equal brilliancy in color,
abounded everywhere.

Superintendent Of
Schools Assaulted

Farmers

Vote On County

OF

15

Nine Sticks Of Dynamite MysteriousTwo Dersons, whose names are
not known, are dead at Dawson as
the result of a fatal love tragedy
on Wednesday of last week. A
Mexican girl was shot and instantly killed by her sweetheart who
had become enraged at her through

jealousy.
After murdering his girl sweet
heart the Mexican attempted to es
cape by wading down an irrigation
ditch in water waist deep, for adis

Big Session

NO.

KINGDOM

Observed In

Love Tragedy
Prohibitionists Hot On the Trail Of
Legislative Candidates; Will Be

THE

16. 1914.

Easter Sunday

As Result Of

Sidestep Big Issue

APRIL

By Bank President
Advices from Gallup state that
W. L. Bishop, school superintend
ent, .vho was assaulted by W. H
Morriss, bank president, Saturday
night, may die as the result of bis
injuries.
Morris is held under
$10,000 bond.
School board politics caused ill
feeling between the men, Morris'
wife being a member of the school
baard. Morris struck bishop from
behind with a rock Saturday nigbt
later kicking him into insensibili-

ly Placed In Basement; No One

Suspected Of the Act.

36 Cars Of
Alfalfa Sent
Bell Ranch
With this week the W. S. Land
Cattle company of Cimarron, will
have completed the loading and
shipping of the 36 cars oi alfalfa
during tbe past few months. The
alfalfa was shipped to the Bell
ranch near Tucumcari, this state,
where it was used to feed the cattle
during those periods when snow
covered the range.
Aside from shipping 36 cars of
alfalfa, tbe W. S. Ranch has dis
posed of a large quantity of hay to
local ranchers and other consumers, as well as feeding part of the
3500 head of cattle on its own
ranch.
Tbe W. S. Ranch has perhaps
the greatest acreage of alfalfa over
any other ranch in the immediate
vicinity of Cimarron, and the acreage is being increased from year to
year along tbe bottoms of the Pon-- il
creek, the most productive lands
in this section oi the county.
&

ty.

Raton Snapshots

Gov. McDonald
Will Join Tour

Deputy County Clerk E. Twitty
and Miss Selina Miller, were quiet
Of Governors
ly married Wednesday evening in
Mr. Twitty's room at the hospital,
where he has been confined since
Gov. McDonald has accepted tbe
his injury on March 15. Rev. H.
M. Shields of Dawson performed invitation oí Governor Ammons of
Colorado, to accompany him on an
tbe ceremony.
automobile
tour over Colorado-to-the-GuMrs. Jane Lark, aged 73 years,
highway,
through Coloradied at her home Thursday even
do, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Kaning, ber passing away being caussas and Texas, starting from Dened bv the encroachment oi old age.
ver, May 4. Governor McDonald
Burial took place Sunday.
will greet the automocile at Raton
Tbe Business Men's association and a large New Mexico delegation
is making preparations to entertain in autoes will meet the visitors on
the delegates oi the State Retailers the state line. The delegation is
association, which organization is to be headed by J. J. Shuler.
to hold its third annual convention
in Katon on July 6 to 9 inclusive.
Work was started tbe first oi tbe
Reclamation Offices
week on the second unit of tbe new
municipal water works. The work
Moved To Phoenix
was delayed by the absence of J.
R. Gordon, who was at Santa Fe
and Gallup, where municipal water
From Los Angeles
systems were voted on.
lf

Cyphers will develop his
mines in tbe Cimarroncito country
as soon as the snow leaves that
section, so that access can be bad
with horses and wagons.
Paying
ore has been located and ibe main
artery is expected to be tapped in
the near iuture.
C. G.

Probably Judge David J. Leahy
been so calm and
and District Attorney Ward so eloquent when the
spring term of the Guadalupe coun
ty district court opened in Santa
Rosa last Monday morning, had
these two officials known that the
basement of tbe court house contained enough dynamite to destroy
the building and snuff out the lives
of everybody in it. The dynamite
was not discovered until Wednesday, when the trial of James
Griggs, charged with cattle stealing was in progress.
The find was made by one of tbe
prisoners ih the county jail, who
assisted the janitor to stoke the
furnace.
The man discovered a
long stick of dynamite in a shove'-fu- t
of coal which he was about to
put into the furnace. He told the
janitor of his find, and Judge Leahy was informed. Tbe judge ordered an investigation, which re
sulted in the discovery of nine
sticks oi dynamite, scattered in
various parts of tbe basement.
Several weeks ago some dynamite was used in tbe neighborhood
of Santa Rosa for blowing up
stumps on cleared ground. It is
not khown how the explosive found
its way into the court house basement, Indications point to an effort on the part of some person or
persons unknown to blow up the
court house, but a careful investi-gaiio- n
iailed to disclose tbe identity oi any one knowing how the explosive came to be placed in the
basement.
would not have

Secretary of the Interior Francis
K. Lane ordered tbe reclamation
service headquarters for this dis
trict, which includes New Mexico,
western Texas, Arizona, Utah and
southern Caliiornia, removed to
Phoenix irom Los Angeles, thus
conferring another benefit upon
the democratic state oi Arizona at
"Uncle Jim" Livingston and the expense oi a republican state,
wile returned tbe first oi the week just as tbe lemoval oi the internal
fiom Albuquerque, where they vis- revenue office from Santa Fe to
ited with their son and daughter Phoenix was at the expense oi the
the past three weeks.
republican state oi New Mexico.

Chas. Wright and family who
have been employed on the Rayado
Ranch the past twd years, departed Tuesday morning tor Colorado
Springs, Colo., where they will go
into ranching near that city. Mr.
Wright accompanied tbe car which
was loaded with livestock, household goods and farm machinery.

Mrs. Howe A
Delegate To
Nat. Congress
Mrs. G. M. Howe of Raton received notification from Gov. McDonald oi her appointment as a
delegate from New Mexico to the

Third International Mothers' congress, which will be hold in Washington, D. C, on April
Mrs.
Howe expects to leave about the
16th ior Washington and will be
accompanied by tbe following dele
gates irom the state: Mesdames
A. A. Jones, of Las Vegas; A. B.
Fall, of Three Kivers; Nathan Jaita and H. B. Fergusson, Ros well.
Mrs. Howe has many friends an
well as relatives in and near Cita
arron who congratulate her on be"
ing a delegate to the International
Mothers' congress- -

a.

CIMARRON NEWS.
FOREIGN.

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
RECORD OR THE
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OR EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS, DOINGS, ACHIEVE
ME NTS.' SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND REARS OF MANKIND.
Weeiarn Nawapaper Union Mewa Servtea.

WESTERN.
Dr 8 J. Nelll, i win v sight, a dent-1st- .
of Basin. Wyo., committed suicide
by snooting.
Special services were held in many
churches In commemoration of Good
Friday, the anniversary of the crucifixion of Christ
Delancey
H. Louderback, millionaire associate of Charles T. Yers.es In
developing traction lines, died at his
home in Chicago

The state of Miuneaota has received $82,538 as the Inheritance tax
on tli" estate of the late Charles O.
Oates of Minneapolis.
8lmoii Guggenheim, formerly United
States senator from Colorado and
smelter corporation head, has resigned
as national committeeman of the Republican party in Colorado.
Governor Ammons of Colorado and
Governor MoDonald of New Mexico
will Htart on a sociability automobile
tour May 4 through Colorado, Texas,
Oklahoma, New Mexico and Kansas.
At Kansaa City. Vlv Gnerlnger, convicted a week ago of participation
with live other men In an attack on
Mrs. Gertrude Shldler, a nurse, was
dented a new trial and sentenced to
be bauged May 28, next.
Because he could not effect a
with her, Frank Avanslno,
member of a wealthy Italian family at
Reno, Nev., shot and wounded Jennie
Tori, whom he divorced a year ago.
and then killed himself. She will recover.
Mrs. John Und, wife of the persona!
representative of President Wilson In
Mexico, left Minneapolis for Washington, where she expects to Join her husband and their daughter, Jennie Lind,
who arrived from Vera Cruz at the
recon-cilatio-

national capital.

Roy Welsh, not yet sixteen years
old. was received at the state penitentiary at Walla Walla, Wash., to begin
his life term sentence for the murder
of A. II. Warden, janitor of a Tacoma
school. It Is said efforts are being
made to have the boy paroled.
Mrs. Mary Lawler, a widow, who
was shot at a Duluth, Minn., hotel by
C. P. Iawler, la
her hrother-ln-law- ,
dead from her wounds. Lwler, who
Inflicted a slight wound on himself
after shooting the woman, Is being
held on a charge of first degree murder.
Miss Alice Hunt Thompson was appointed counsel at Chicago for the
youths whose misdemeanors in in
them into the Jurisdiction of the
boys' branch of the municipal Court.
Heretofore, boys whose
parents were unable to get lawyer,
had in come into court undefended.

STATE NEWS

Colonel Theodore Roosevelt Is exporter! to reach Manaos, Braill, April
17 from hta explorations
In the In-

terior.
The suffragettes continued their
firebrand campaign in Ulster, burning
Orlands, an old mansion near Carrlok-ferguTo the development of athletic
aporta In Germany Is traced in large
measure the great reduction In beer
consumption.
Two laborers wer killed and thirty
Injured by the collapse of a sixty-foo- t
wall of a building previously destroyed
by fire at Toronto, Ont
Prince Albert, the king's second
son, has just had his allowance ralaed
from $6,000 to $16.000 a year aa the
result of a family council held at
Windsor.
The Spanish foreign minister asked
Col. Joseph K Wlllard, United States
ambassador to Spain, to request the
government at Washington to Intervene In favor of the l.ooo Spanish subject expelled from Torreón.
Further progress toward convalescence waa announced In the surgeon's
bulletin regarding the condition of
King Gustave of Sweden, issued from
tbe Sophia hospital, where his majesty was operated on for ulceration of
the stomach.
The French army has admitted to
Its' ranks a youth named Defrance.
who, although of the military age,
twenty, weighs only forty-twpounds
and is on'.y three feet and three and
r
Inches tall. The medical
board found him physically tit in
every way.
Mme. Gueydan-Dtiprformer wife
of Joseph Calllaux. and her son,
Francois Dupre, testified at Parla at
the inquiry before Magistrate Boucard
Into the killing of M. Calmette. editor
of the Figaro, by Mme. Calllaux that
M. Calmette never had offered them
directly or Indirectly, money for documents relating to M. Calllaux.
o

e,

8PORT.
Harness horse racing Is going to be
one of the big features at the spring
and fall meetings of the Denver Fair
and Racing Association at Overland
park.

F. Burke, sixty, a
horseman and owner of several

Edmond

well-know-

famous stake racers, comltted suicide
at San Francfisco by shooting himself
through the bead.
In a baaeball game featured by the
heavy cannonading of the visitors,
Denver lost the opening clash with
Salt Lake at Broadway park, Denver,
by a 9 to 6 verdict.
Tbe St. I.onls Federal league baseball team broke camp at Monroe, La.,
and started oh the return trip home.
The team will meet Indianapolis at St.
Louis in the opening game of the season.

Denver society is more than likely to
have many
additions to its
ranks tbe coming summer, as a result
of the scheduling of the race meetings
at Overland nark, one starting June
13 and the other in September.
President Wilson promised to be on
hand at the first game In Washington
on April 23 to loss to Walter Johnson
the ball for the first pitch. JohtiBon
is expected to work against his old
rival. Collins, for the Red Sox.
helchelt. the German aviator, and a
woman passenger, were killed In London when the motor of his monoplane
exploded and the air craft fell 200 feet.
The woman waa dead when extracted
from the debris and Relchelt died at
the hospital.
WASHINGTON.
Judge Clarence W. Sessions, in the
Hills were
Introduced in both United States District Court, at Grand
branches of Congress by members of Ilapids. Mich., denied the application
the Colorado delegation to udd a large of the Chicago Federal league club for
acreage to Denver's park system.
an injunction enjoining Catcher Wilgovernment
The
French
has liam Kllllfer, Jr., from playing with
awarded a contract tor the construc- the Philadelphia National league club.
tion of a legation building in Panama
GENERAL.
to cost $30.000, the state department
haa been advised.
The American Surgical Association,
mployés may
Woman government
closing session In New York, departicipate in the woman's suffrage at its to
hold the next annual meeting
cided
procession May 9 as individúala if
Rochester,
Minn.
at
they so desire, without fear of violating
Mrs. William Howard Taft. wife of
the civil service regulations.
a
MaJ. Gen. Leonard Wood, chief of tbe former Prealdent, haa become
staff of the army, sent out to school member of tbe New Haven
Suffrage Association, accordsuperintendents all over the country a
letter indorsing fhe student military ing to an announcement made by the
Instruction camps to be held during organization.
Bituminous coal operators, reprethe coining summer.
per cent of the outMlas Mabel T. Boardman, bead of senting algbty-flv- e
the American Red Cross, announced put of central Pennsylvania, decided
the selection of Miss Helen Scott Hay, by a vote of thirty to two to close
an enrolled American Red Cross nurse their mines pending tbe signing of a
now In charge of the Western subur- new wage agreement with their emban hospital at Chicago, aa superin- ployes.
tendent of the proposed school for
Chicago's Mining and Engineering
trained n irses at Sofia, Bulgaria.
World. In a report covering the first
Debate in the Senate on the bill for quarter of tbe present year, places
the governmental control of the ra- the dividend disbursements of Ameridium bearing lands of the West waa can mines and works at figures which
opened by Chairman Walsh of the surpass all previous records. Ninety-fou- r
companies tiave paid $$4,7H6,666
mines committee, ataphaaiclng
the
importance of the mensure, Senator on an issued capital of $710,036,714.
Walsh said radium bearing lands were Total dividends paid by these comor a renot only to be found In Colorado and panies foot up $787,643,362,
l ull, but in Montana and probably in turn of $77.907,648 In excess of the par
value of the share.
other state.
Prof. Henry H. Bavage, formerly of
Secretary of State Bryan, either U
ewiid more cold or to protest bis rap- Liberty, Mo., bead of the Hampton
idly thinning locks appeared at the Woman's college near Newport News,
Statu Department wearing a black Vs., committed suicide by shooting.
silk aknll cap, which excited considerThe City of Chicago will receive
able comment among visitors and emaa Its share of the net earnploy AA.
ings laat year of the surface street rail
The tense situation created by the waya, according to the annual reports
arrest of American marines by Mexi- of the companies.
can authorities at Taniplco was great
Victor Hugo, a relative of the
ly relieved with the receipt of general
Huerta prompt repudiation and apol- writer, who will spend tbe rest of his
ogy for the action, forwarded from life on board ship because be cannot
sleep on shore, arrived In New York
Mexico OUy by Charge O
helplessly paralysed.
Anti-Wom-

at

OF INTEREST TO LL
NEW MEXICO

PEOPLE

Wr
The

N.w.pap.r t'nlon

Nv

Service.

fishing season In the state
opens May IB.
capitalists will start a bank
at Las Cruces.
Large shipments of lumbar are being made from Cimarron.
A number of Durango men will drill
for oil In San Juan county.
There are now 2,043 automobiles
registered with the secretary of state.
day that added
Raton had a ciean-umaterially to the appearance of tbe
p

city.

B.

D.

Bruce has

been

appointed

brand Inspector at a salary of $1,200
a year.
Tbe federal grand Jury at Santa Fé
returned nine true bills and two no
true bills.
It Is sa'D considerable trouble Is being experienced In enforcing the prohibition law at Aztec.
The total wool shipments from the
Farmlngton section In the present season. It Is estimated, will reach 700,000
pounds.

Tbe big Goode bay warehouse at
Lake Arthur was destroyed by fire.
The loss, which is about $400, waa
covered by Insurance.
A carload of registered Durham,
Hereford and Black Polled cattle baa
been distributed among the farmers
near Fort Sumner.
It took eight double deck cars to
Jold a shipment of fat sheep loaded at
the Artesia yards for market. There
were 1.880 bead In tbe bnncb.
The body of A. J. Burton, a contractor, of Springer, was found about
of a mile from his cabin. He had fallen over a cliff.
A large deposit of asbestos has been
found near .as Vegás and a strong
company Is to be orgsnized to place
the valuable mineral on the market
The land holdings of the state almost rival those of the federal government, for the 12,000,000 or more acres
granted New Mexico will soon all be
selected.
Miss Mannette Myers, supervisor of
Industrial education, has received forty more reports on the vote for the
state flower. So far, the cactus leads
in the race.
The Santa Fé Rosa Public School, In
Guadalupe county, has laid great
stress on the Importance of cooking
foods properly "for the conservation
of the stomach."
A cattle sale negotiated at Doming,
involving the transfer of 2,000 bead,
brought several dollars a head more
thau the prevailing market price and
established a record.
The Alamogordo Light and Power
Company
filed Incorporation papers
with the State Corporation- Commission incorporating at $26,000 divided
into 250 shares at $100 each.
Professor Rupert F. Asplund of the
State Department of Public Instruction forwarded the banner to the
school of Quay county, winning first
prize in the state contest for spelling.
During the month of March, a total
of 100 acres of laud within the Jemez
National Forest, New Mexico, were
listed with the secretary of the Interior and will shortly be opened to
entry under the Forest Homestead
three-quarter-

s

N.M.C. TO PAY

$300,000 "DAGO FRANK"

COURT ORDERS SALE OF
ROAD PROPERTY.

RAIL-

Judge

Abbott's Ruling Pisces Pennsylvania Development Claim en
Parity with Dominion Company.

Kelly of La

OPERATIONS

BECKER EXONERATED OF ROSEN
THAL MURDER BY GUNMAN'S CONFESSION.

By Taking Lydia E.

Santa Fé. The New Mi
itral
railway, by a decree han
i by
Judge Abbott In the V
ourt
will be required to pay
ten
days of the entry of the opinion the
sum of $185.000 with Interest from
March I, 1909. to the Pittsburgh Trust
Company as trustee for the use and
benefit of the receiver of the Enterprise National bank of Allegheny, Pa..
a holder of the bonds of the
Eartern; and to Receiver M.
W Klournoy
of the Dominion Construction Company for the use and
benefit of the parties who may be
entitled thereto by the District
Court of Bernalillo county the sum of
$131,000 with Interest from same date.
In default of such payment the sale
Is ordered at public
auction of the
property 'covered by the mortgage of
the Albuquerque Eastern railway and
the equitable lien of the Dominion
Construction Company."
The proceeds are to be applied to
the payment of the costs of the case,
to the compensation of Loren C. Collins and of C. C. Murray and his successor M. A. Otero as receiver for the
property; then, to the payment of the
Pittsburgh Trust Company and the receiver of the Dominion company; any
surplus remaining to be distributed
among tbe unsecured creditors. The
sale will be conducted by a special
master.
This important decision in the New
Mexico Central matter Is In the consolidated cause of the Independent
Steel and Wire Company and Pittsburgh Trust Company
plaintiffs,
against the railroad et al.
Col. E. W. Dobson, attorney for the
New Mexico Central railway, stated
that the latest cablegram received
from Paris announces that Herbert
Green Is ungulne that the first million dollars worth of bonds for the extension of the road and building of allied lines will be sold this month.
Atbu-iinernu- e

6AMRLIN6 FEUD CAUSE

Vegetable.

DOOMED MAN 8AYS HE FIRED NO
HOTS BUT ADMITS AIDING ASSASSINATION.

Wainn

Newepaper Union Stwi Barvlc.

ante-morte-

-

special

conscience:

"Yes, we killed Rosenthal; the boys
did," he said. "1 wusn't with them, but
I knew It was coming off. That night
we didn't start out io get him; we
were after another fellow, 'Dollar
John' you know, the guy Rosenthal
was going to get to back him up In
what he waa 'squeallng'Rbout" . . .
"1 went over with the bunch, but
on tbe way I began to worry about
Jean and so when the car pulls up, I

MEXICANS

one-hal-

lf

Htg-gln-

Com-

pound I used to go
to my doctor for pill
and remedie and
they did not help me.
I had headaches and
could not eat and the
doctor claimed I had
female trouble and
must have an operation. I read in the
paper about Lydia
E. Pinkham' Vega- table Compound and I have taken It and
feel fine. A lady said one day, 'Oh. I
feet o tired all the time and have headache.' I said, 'Take Lydia E. Pink
ham's Vegetable Compound,' and she
dM and feel fine now." Mr. M. R.
Kakschniok, 1488 N. Paulina Street

From out of the murk
of the desth house, where the four gun
men
ie executed Monday for the
murder of Herman Rosenthal, there
came a final statement from one of
the men when death waa waiting a
few minutes off. It was the
statement of Frank Clroflcl ("Dago Frank") who waa first to die in the
electric chair. It was not a legal confession, for it wa not written, sworn
to and signed; but it was mode volunChicago, Illinois.
tarily, in the presence of five witThe Other Case.
nesses, and it Is accepted as truthful
Dayton, Ohio. -- ' ' Lydia E. Pinkham'
although In certain respects it comes
Into sharp collision
with what has Vegetable Compound relieved me of
been put on the record of tho court pains in my side that I had for yean
as evidence in the case against the and which doctor' medicine failed to
relieve. It ha certainly aaved me from
gunmen.
an operation. I will be glad to assist
It was made when the speaker be- you
by a personal letter to any woman
lieved It might bring about a few day
same condition." Mrs. J. W.
more of life for him, but when he In the
128 Caaa St, Dayton, Ohio.
Sherkr.
made it he understood fully that no
yon
want
If
reward was promised, except that
adrice
which might come from easing his write to Lydia E. Pinkham MedNew York.

Chaae.

Bonds May Reach Million.

's

Chicago, III. "I must thank you with
all my heart far Lydia E. Pinkham'

id ine Co. (confidential) Lynn,
Mass. Toar letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman,
and held in strict confidence

LOSSES
SURCIY PMVERTID
br CanWt Sleekier rule
rraah. reliable: Hofened br
bocauee Slty ire- teat waire ether vaeelaei fall.
fjM
Writ lor booklet ud teetlmonl.la.
W
ll-lm
Blaoalef rill tl.M
. Black!
Pilla 4.M
V
anr Injector, bat Otttar! beet.
Tha nroartrrltr of Cutter product la 4oa to orar It
in,
raara at apeciaiütfne;
vaeeleee and awn at aly.
laaM aa Cartar'a. If unobtainable, order dim.
Barteley. CaJIfarala.
rHE CUTTSR LABORATORY,

BLACK

I7f
UAjVA'
l

REFU8E SALUTE.

Mayo Given Orders to Fir
Request It Not Obeyed.
Washington, April 14. Relation
between tbe United States and Men-Ic- o
were near the breaking point at
a late hour last night At 8 o'clock
the White House announced there was
no change in the situation as It existed throughout the day, and no action would be taken until this mornAdmiral

wuni awM

,k.

Neuralgia
sufferers find instant relief In
Sloan' Liniment.
It penetrates to the painful part
soothes and quiets the nerves.
No nibbing merely lay it on.

-

Santa Fé. Prof. Rupert F. Asplund
of the department of public Instruction wrote the U. S. superintendent of
education that from statistics now at
hand the outstanding bonds of New
Mexico schools are $802,378.58, and
when all of the counties are heard
from the figures will likely run Into
a million. For the fiscal year ending
Oallup. $78.14; Raton. $76.14; Clovls, June, 1913.
tbe sum of $102.276 was isAlamogordo,
$76.00; Demlng, $76.2$;
sued, as per report made, but that is
$74.03; Santa Fé. $70.93; Artesia. probably only
f
of the total
$69.60; Las Cruces, $66.87; Las Vegas, bond issue, as will be shown when all
$06.76, and Carlsbad. $63.87.
the report are In.
Feterlta at the experimental farm
near Tucumcarl under the direction of Whiskey Ruining Indians of Pueblo.
Prof. J. E. Mundell rave returns per
Sania F4. "The sale of liquor to
acre better than Kaffir or Milo. With the Indians Is increasing and must
one-haand
two
of
than
inches
less
stop to save tbe Punidos from ruin,"
rainfall It yielded 16.8 bushels per
governor of
Juan P.
declared
2,176
pounds of fodder.
acre and
Dwarf yellow milo yielded 13.3 bush- the Indian Pueblo of isleta, here. The
els and 2,190 pounds of fodder, stand- governors of other Pueblos are organard yellow milo 6.8 bushels and 1,172 izing a campaign against the deadly
work
pounds of fodder; kafftr returned 4 $ firewater. Leute and other
bushels an! 2,037 pounds of fodder; here a witnesses tn the Federal Court
dwarf milo returned 6.6 bushels per In a number of casas charging a liquor
traffic with the Indians.
acre and 1,(66 pounds of fodder.
Llllle Cox haa been commissioned
Will Develop Copper Mine.
postmaster at Burley, Socorro county;
Artesia. Announcement was made
Charles L Shlckey at Morlarlty, Tor- thai the controlling Interest in the
rance county; Callle L. Thompson at Artesia Copper Company, lately organCorona, Lincoln county; Jesse D. Me ised, ha been purchased by B. C.
Neal M. Schuster and Homer
Bride at Dayton, Eddy county, and
Hohrbough.
With a few exceptions
Elva D. Melugln at Varney.
Jame T. Fay, former postmaster at
Farmlngton. was released irom the
penlteutlary
after the Prealdent
through tbe department of Justice, Isthe
sued a commutation of sentence to
tine,
take effect at once. Fay was senn the coop
east
tenced to on year and bad servad but
be pushed
Imlt.
s part' of his time.

Pink-ham-

Vegetable
Compound.

Weetern N, ,piprr Vnlnn New

Vegas, has been

selected to conduct the teachers' institute at Mora from June 16 to July
11 and Principal Byron J. Read of the
East Las Vegaa high school, will be
Instructor.
Tbe average monthly salaries paid
teachers for the school term In the
principal clttea of the state: Albuquerque, $92.21; Roswell, $82.26;
$81.14; 8!lver City. $79.40;

AVOID

TELLS OF CRIME

makes a getaway. But I went over
with them, just as Willie Shapiro told
Dougherty the first time he seen him.
Buy Tract For Playground.
"But I didn't stick. I goes over to
Santa Fé. A deal was closed where- the subway and goes homes. I knew
by the .anion Vigil grant of 32,000
they we.e after Rosenthal and I went
acres In Santa Fé and Sandoval coun-tle- s with them, but when the 'croaking'
milis sold to a group of Detroit
comes off I ain't there, on my Qod,
lionaire for $100,000, the property to I ain't there. I'm a hundred blocks
be used for a summer recreation away, so help me God!
colony.
Elaborate clubhouses and
"Well, the boys came up to see- me
bungalows are to be built. The pur- and they told me that they got RosenH.
Joy.
B.
Paul and thal, and that Harry Vallon had been
chasers Include
David Vhay, Ashley Pond and R. D. there and that Vallon had used his
Chapín.
gun. And they says that 'Whltey'a'
gun missed fire and that 'lxwle' and
Prominent Farmers Shot and Killed. 'Gyp' had turned tbe trick." . . .
"Frank, was Becker in this thing?"
8anta Fé. John Swazea and William John
two prominent farmers naked Clancy.
"Not that I know of. So far as I
living near Tucumcarl, Quay county,
were shot and- killed from amliurfti by know, Becker didn't have nothing to
persons unknown. Both men had been do with this case. 1 thought it wa
in Tucumcarl on business and were on Just a regular gambler fight.
"We was always doing something
their way home when tbe killing occurred. The sheriff and a deputy hur- for some of the bunch. When they
ried to the scene In automobiles to didn't have any jobs for us we would
go around and stick some of them up
make an Investigation.
and get hold of coin that way. And
the toy waa getting money when
Improvement Bond Issues Voted.
they were planting bombs around and
Roswell. Dexter, a town of 400 other things."
population, eighteen miles south of
The witnesses to Frank s confeshere, voted for a $12,000 bond issue to sion were Warden Clancy, the prison
install city water works. Hagerman, chaplain, Chief Keeper Mclnornv, the
a town of a thousand, thirty miles boy's mother and slater.
south of here, voted to issue bonds for.
$16,000 for cRy water works.
Troops Ordered from Strike Field.
Act
Denver. All the Colorado National
Lucius Dills, the new surveyor general, received word of the approval of Section Man Has Two Ribs Fractured. guardsmen on strike duty In Huerfano
county were withdrawn and the mainhis bond at Washington and that his
Ft. Sumner. W. O. Searcy of Yeso,
commission was on the way to Santa suffered a painful though not serious, taining of law and order turned over
authorities, headed by
Fé. Mr. Dills at present contemplates accident while attending to his duties to the oivil
rr. All of the militiano change tn the of fiel a.' force of the as section foreman. In some way the Sheriff Jeff
county will be resurveyor general's office, which num- handle-ba- r
of the car he was riding men in Las Animas
according
duty
to General
lieved
fnm
him,
fracturing
employés.
two
truck
ribs.
bers some fifteen
F. K

TWO WOMEN

SLOAN'S
LINIMENT
Kills Pain
"I would not be without row liniment sad preieo it to all who aulle r
arito nauraJcU or rbeunaaOatr or main of
kind." fn. feavr .aeeev galeae.
rata AO Cona
" I suffered with quite a severe

headache for 4 montha without
reliar. 1 need your Liniment for
or aura mania sua i Dven t

UI
two

Trillin

secCaU ajaal Creoee
'Mr little girt, twelve rare old,
eaofht a aevere cokl. and I fa. a her
or sou a uniment on ruxar
bad, sod ah got up Id tha
Umoatsnaof acokf a lit

ttre

fcopa on

díaf to

ud. sad b

got

If

ing.
Gen. Gustavo Mass, Federal commander at Vera Crux, said the Mexican government had ordered that the

salute be not fired.
According
to the dispatches received by the state and navy department from Charge O'Shaugbneaay
and Admiral Fletcher and Mayor relative to the incident at Tarn pico and
the demand of the government Admiral Mayo Informed tbe Huerta government that if the demand were not
compiled with he would bombard the
city of Tamplco.
Admiral Mayo' action wa indorsed
by Prealdent Wilson and Secretary
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Daniel.
Copper Minera to Return to Work.
Calumet, Mich. The strike of the
Michigan copper miner ha been ofaat areata lo ra
ficially called off. Announcement at
aataa Mat al all ataaaa. eaaaaaa tea.
wrtaa aw uhwrwe
tbe headquarter of the Western Fedub lar. turn
y aun.
av.,,
eration of Miner here said that the
J a avaw
lit Start
strikers voted at s referendum to
for higher HOWARD E. BURTON
waive their
demand
wages, better working condition and
"laaaa artaaa Oold, silver, Lead,
Oula. ai
recognition of the union, and seek
Ma; Ooad.Mc; SlnaarOupaer.U. MaJUaw eaval- ass
srloa list aeaat oa ajaJiaaUoa. SUvar
work in tl,e mine under practically --roe el lee taU
aaonta, (aoart alna, hat pine, oat
the same 'sonditlona that prevailed beuuuiou.col. aal UarluaaU Mat. Mask.
far tbe rtrlk wa called laat June.
Tbe vote was $.104 to 1,686.
PATENTS
i

1 ;
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CIMARRON NEWS.

V

If you want
tha hospital; they expect to stay all low them el ves to be taken to Llbby
TO BEGIN THE MEAL without cost, te
prison?'
night"
"Very good." aald Arrelsford "Will
"Yea, damn them!" said Arrelsford
Be happy. TT
Red Croa
Bui Bins I
you kindly come a little farther away ? harshir. "1 haw vnnr nardon ma'am.
1
blue,
Delights
DAINTY APPETIZER IS ALWAYf much lietter tha
I would not have them overhear by hnt"
srs. Adv
the laundress.
any possibility."
IN ORDER.
Mrs. Varney waved her hand as If
There waa no possibility of anyone Mr. Arrelsford's oaths', Ilka his presThe things we do not possess are
overhearing their conversation, but If ence, were nothing to her.
what make life worth living.
Mr. Arrelaford ever erred It was not
"We were on the lookout for this Almost
Any Number of Delicate
through lack of caution. Still more man, and we spotted him pretty quickDr. Pierce'i Pleasant Pelleta first put up
Tempting
Titbits Are at Comastonished, Mrs. Varney followed him ly. 1 gave orders not to search him,
40 years ago. rbey regulate and invigorate,
Should
Housewife
mand
of
They stopped by the fireplace.
stomach, live ' and bowels. Sugar coated
and not to have bis clothes taken
Be Mere Morsel.
tiny granules
BEING THE HAPPENINGS OF A NIGHT
'One of your servants has got him away from him, but to put him in with
self Into trouble, Mrs. Varney, and the others and keep the closest watch
Grafters et Into office when honest
IN RICHMOND IN THE SPDING OF 1865
A good many of us think that unless
we're compelled to have him watched." on him that waa ever kept on a man
men fall to o their duty.
we
can
d'oeuvTt
a
an
keep
hors
butler
he
began.
hew from his coming In that his
. sATjtfTPLAY BY
"Watched by a squad of soldiers?"
er must be here in the city, and regularly served Is out of the que
Dlttrsss After Eating.
pre
"It Is wall not to neglect sny
he'd send n message to him the first tion. To be sure, we serve oysters
Indigestion and Intestinal Fermenon the half shell and clams and grape
caution, ma'am."
chance he rot."
fruit. But we seldom venture beyond tation Immediately relieved by taking
'And what kind of trouble, pray?'
BYCYRUS TOWNSLND BRADY
'But Jonas, bow could he-- "
things, unless we entertain a Booth Overton Dyspepsia Tablet
these
asked
woman.
the
to
down
'Easily
comes
enough.
He
ILLUSTRATIONS BY CDGAR BERT SMITH
Buy a 60c. bottle at Druggists. Money
'Very serious, I am sorry to Bay. At the prison to sell things to the prison formally.
CofTHlOMT 1942 fcr DoOD.MlABAKOCOMWUfy
refunded If they do not help, or write
middle-class
least that Is the way It looks now. ere with other negroes. We let him
housewife
The
French
Co.,
You've got an old white-hairebutler pass In, watching him as we watch understands the true value and eco- for free sample.
11 Broadway, New York.
Adv.
"Don't assemble?"
SYNOPSIS
here
them all. Me fools around a while, un nomy of an hors d'oeuvre. Foot
"I mean for the party. It doesn't
"You mean Jonas?"
til he geta a chance to brush against French houtewlfé! How often she It
About all most arguments are fit for
Mm Varnev
rifa of a Confederate begin for half an hour yet, and "
"I believe that's his name," said Ar- - this man Dumont. My men are keep- used to Illustrate the housewifely vlr
Is to promote unnecessary conversahaa loat una son and another la
you
"Oh;
plenty
then
of
time."
have
rele.'ord.
ing
glvea
observapopularity
close
fellow
reluctantly
She
that
tuea!
must
her
under
She
tire
of
Eneral.
wound!.
"Yes." said Caroline.
"But 1 will
for Wilfred, tha youngest, to
"And you suspect blm of some tion, and they saw a piece of paper But the fact remains that she doet tion.
Join the array If hla father consents. The have to go now, sure enough." She thing?"
pass between them. By my orders make use of the hors d'oeuvre In th
fedérala ara making tnelr hut aaaault
turned away and, aa she did so, her
In an effort to captura Richmond. BMith
PIMPLES ALL OVER FACE
Mr. Arrelsford lowered his voice they gave no sign. We want to catch proper fashion.
Varney secures from President Darle a scissors fell clattering to the floor.
still
an
further
of
air
assumed
and
man
to
the
to
deliver
he
is
whom
the
commission for Capt. Thome, who le iei
Thai
What
this:
is
she
understands
' You dropped
your scissors, my great Importance.
1413 E. Oenessee Ave., Saginaw,
recovering from wounds, aa chief of tha
paper. He has the paper on him now." a dainty titbit to begin the meal puts
telegraph at Richmond.
Capt. Thorna dear," said Mrs. Varney.
"We don't merely suspect him; we
Mich.
"Cutlcura Soap and Ointment
'I will never believe It"
ol
telle Kdlth he haa been ordered away,
the diners In a pleasant frame
'I thought I heard something fall," know what he has done."
he declaree he .nuet not go an.! telti
'It Is true, and that Is the reason mind. It whets their appetites and at cured me of a very bad disease of the
t.
him of tha com ml aa Ion from tha
she faltered In growing confusion.
"And what has he done' sir?"
leaving a sear. Pimples
for these men on the back porch that the aame
Ma la strangely agitated and
soothes them and putt face without
She came back for her scissors, and.
'He haa been down to Llbby prison you see. I have put others at every them In atime
he cannot accept. Thome decides
broke out all over my face, red and
enjoy,
more
and,
to
mood
escapa
to
room
In her agitation and nervousness, she under pretense of selling things to the
lo
while Edith laavaa tha
window at the back of the house. He orer, to assimilate the dishes that fol- large. They festered and came to a
gat tha commission, but Is prevented by
They Itched and burned and
head.
the arrival of Caroline Mltford. Wllfred'e dropped one of the pieces of trouser Yankees we've got In there, and he can't get away; be will have to give it
low.
leg on the floor.
sweat heart.
now haa on his person a written com- up."
me to scratch them and make
caused
The hors d'oeuvre need not be ex sores. They said they were seed
'What are you making, Caroline?" munication from one of them which
"And the man he gives It to will be
CHAPTER IV. Continuad.
pensive
Caviar Is not essential to warts. At night I was restless from
asked Mrs. Varney, looking curiously he Intends to deliver to some Yankee the man you want?"
Varney.
Mrs.
said
"Stand still," she said, as she meas- at the little huddled-uany one's happiness. But it must be Itching.
soiled piece of spy or agent here In Richmond."
When the barber would
long.
If
Yes;
that
I
wait
but
can't
ured the trousers from the waistband gray on the carpet, while Caroline
Mrs. Varney gasped In astonishment nigger sees my men or hears a sound, delicate, tempting.
shave me my face would bleed territo the floor. "That Is about the place. made a desperate grab at It
A skinned and bonod sardine, laid bly.
at this tremendous charge, which was
Then scabs would form afterwill destroy it before we can Jump
Isn't ltT"
"Oh, Just altering an old dress made in Arrelsford's most Impressive he
on him I want the man, but I want neatly on a narrow strip of thin, hot wards, then they would drop off and
in
"Yea, Just there."
Mrs. Varney. That's all."
manner.
seed warts would coma
the paper, too. Excuse me." He buttered toast and garnished withpre-a the
"Walt," she continued, "until I
Mrs. Varney looked at her through
sprig of crisp parsley is an easily
"I don't believe It," she said at last. stepped to the back window.
back again. They were on my face
"Cor
mark It with a pin."
her glasses. As she did so, Caroline's 'He haa been In the family for years; poral!" he
said softly. The long porch pared end Inexpensive tidbit A few for about nine months and the trouWilfred stood quietly until the prop- agitated movement caused the other he
wouldn't
dare."
open on account of the chilled, red radlsheB, with a thin. ble caused disfigurement while it
was
window
length
er
had been ascertained, and trouser leg, with Its
end
Arrelsford shook his bead.
balmy air of the night, and a soldier, round sandwich of white bread and lasted.
then he assisted Caroline to her feet hanging from It, to dangle over her
"I am afraid it Is true," he said.
"One day I read In the paper o' ina
tattered and dusty, instantly appeared butter, makes a good luncheon appe
"Do you see any scissors about?" arm.
"Very well," said Mrs. Varney de and saluted, "flow are things now?" tlzer. A little fish paste, which Is sold Cutlcura Soap and Ointment I re
she asked In a businesslike way.
'And what Is that?" aaked Mrs. Var cidedly, apparently not at all conin tubes, spread on a toasted wafer, li celved a free sample of Cutio 'a Soap
aaked Arrelsford.
"I don't believe there are any In the ney.
vinced. "I will send for the man. Let
and Ointment and It waa to much
another appetizing morsel.
now,
quiet
"All
sir."
drawing room, but I can 'get some
"Oh
er one of
the us see "
that's
value to me that 1 bought a cake of
"1
enow
the
suggestions
"Very
that
These
good,"
Arrelsford.
Bad
from the women sewing over there sleeves," answered Caroline desperate
Soap and a box ol Cutlcura
to
not
the
Cutlcura
hand
be
She
out
reached
her
away.
need
an
planning
appetizer
We've
of
was
get
would
he
afraid
Walt a moment"
ly, hurrying out In great confusion.
UMtd
hanging from the wail, but got to get the piper If we have the very troublesome. If radishes are In Ointment at the drug store.
"No, I don't," said the girl; "they
Mrs. Varney laughed softly to her Mr. Arrelsford caught her arm, evi paper,
perhaps we can get the man. It market, If they look unusually good, both according to directions. In about
would want to know what yon wanted self. As she did so, her glance fell
ia the key to the game they are trying make use of them. If they aren't In ten days my face began to heal up.
with them, and then you would hare upon the little heap of gray on the dently to her great repugnance.
"No. no!" he said quickly, "not yet to play against us, and without It the market, go to the supply closet and My face is now clear of the warts and
to tell them."
table. She picked It up and opened It
not a scar is left." (Signed) LeRoy
get down a can of sardines.
"Yen," said the boy; "and I want to It was a gray Jacket, a soldier's Jacket We have got to get that paper, and If man is helpless."
C. O'Brien, May 12, 1913.
he's alarmed be will destroy It, and
remem
It
Varney.
be
d'oeuvre,
urged
"No,
"The
no,"
The
hors
Mrs.
keep this a secret between us."
It looked as If it might be about Wil
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
wnen are you going to wear fred's sise. There was a bullet hole we must have it It will give us the man he 1b going, to give It to, get him.' bered, Is only a morsel to tempt the
clue to one of their cursed plots. They
"Yes, yes. of course," assented Ar- annetlte a soothing taste to nut us throughout the world. Sample of each
them?"
In the breast, and there was a dull
have been right close on this town for
free.witn . tsr.in uook. Aaaress post"As soon aa you get them ready.
brown stain around the opening. Mrs months, trying to break down our de relsford: "but that paper might give In a mood for soup and the other good card "Cutlcura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv.
"But your mother "
Varney kissed the worn coat She saw fenses and get In on us. This Is some us a clue If not. I'll make the nigger things to come. In this guise It Is a
tell. Damn him, I'll shoot it out of valuable addition to our hurried
"She knows it. She Is going to It all now.
rascally game they are at to weaken
Modern Morals.
How quickly can you get at American meals.
write to father tonight. She said she
'Tor Wilfred," she whispered. "He us from the Inside. Two weeks ago htm. from
Senator Joseph E. Russell waa
him
that door, corporal?"
would send it by a Bpeclal messenger, has probably got it from some dead
is never more than a morsel, a
It
"In no time at all, sir. It's through tickler to the palate, a sample. It Is talking In Washington about bis bill
so we ought to get an answer by to soldier at the hospital, and Caroline's we got word from our secret agents
that we keep over there In the Yankee a hallway and across the dining room. never a substantial dish that In any tor the abolition of divorce.
morrow."
drees that she was altering "
Unes, telling us that two brothers He Is in the pantry."
"Tho bill's object?" he said, "it's
way appeases the fury of the appetite.
"But If he says no?"
She clasped the jacket tightly to her Lewis and Henry Dumont "
"Well," said Arrelsford, "take two In making It too substantial, some object Is, of course, to reduce Immor"I am going anyway."
breast, looked up, and smiled and
"The Dumonts of West Virginia?" men, and "
ality, loose thinking, loose speaking."
"Oh, Wilfred, I am so glad. Why. It prayed through her tears.
cooks err.
Interrupted Mrs. Varney. who was now
Senator Ransdell smiled and added:
makeB another thing of It," cried the
Varney;
"I still
should always be no more than a
Mrs.
said
It
"Walt."
keenly attentive to all that was said
"Don't take it too seriously but
girl. "When I said that about staying
your story, but I am glad to tantalising taste.
doubt
CHAPTER V.
very
same."
"The
here Is an epiaode that throws a light
In Richmond, I didn't know
Oh, 1
help. Why don't you keep your men
In
Is
a
general
"Why, their father
on modern morals.
do want to help all I can."
out of sight and let me send for him
Bread Without Kneading.
The Unfaithful Servant.
the Yankee army."
A business man came home unex"You do? Well, then, for heaven's
cooking four
here," and then "
recipe
for
is
Here
the
But Mrs. Varney was not allowed to
"Yes; and they are In the federal
sake, be quick about It and cut off Indulge In either her bitter retrospect
thought a moment
kneading:
To pectedly one morning and found bis
Arrelsford
of
bread
without
loaves
those trousers. So long as I get them or her dread anticipations very long secret service, and they are the bold
"That may be the better plan," he a quart and a half of lukewarm water little son busy at his wife's dressing
eat, most desperately determined men
ta the morning," said Wilfred,
Her reverie was Interrupted by the In the whole Yankee army. They've admitted. "Oat him in here and, and two quarts of flour add two cakes table.
" 'What on earth are you doing
guess It will be In plenty of time
while you are talking to him, they of yeast and three tablespoonfuls of
subdued trampling of heavy feet upon
"When did you say your mother was the floor of the back porch. The long already done us more harm than an can seise him from behind. He won't sugar. Stir In a pinch of salt and there, my lad?" he asked.
army
corps."
" 'I'm mixing powdered quinine with
going to write?"
be able to do a thing. Do you hear, then add two more quarta of sifted
drawing room extended across the
"Yes?"
"Tonight"
corporal?"
face powder,' the youngster
mother's
dough
house, and had porches at front and
stiff
and
flour.
until
the
Stir
"They have volunteered to do some
"Of course, she doesn't want you to back, to which access waa had through
'8he's going motoring with
"Yes,
answered.
sir."
tips
of
loaves
with
the
shape
Into
go, and shell tell your father not to long French windows. The sound was desperate piece of work here In Rich
"Keep your men out of sight; get the fingers. Handle the dough as lit- Mr. Smith. Won't she taste bitter?'"
let you. Yea," she continued sagely so sudden and so unexpected that she mond. we have learned. We have them bank there In the hall, and while tle as possible, tor this lessens the
aa Wilfred looked up, horror-strickedropped the Jacket on the couch and
we're making him talk, aend a man danger of concentrating the raw starch
Business Proposition.
at the idea; "that's the way mothers turned to the window. The sound of
down each aide and pin him. Hold him in the center. The loaves should
A boy who had done something to
always do."
any
paper
pame
destroy
stiff.
He
to
her, and
mustn't
low, bushed voices
stand until about half raised, and Incur the wrath of his mother and
he's got"
"What can I do, then?" he aaked the next moment a tall,
then should be baked In the usual then had taken to his heels was hotly
young man of rather distinguished apher.
The corporal raised his hand In
way.
pursued for some distance by her. '
"Why don't you write to him your pearance entered the room. He was
and left the room. The men disFinding It was useless to continue the
appeared from the windows, and the
self, and then you can tell him Just not in uniform, but wore the custompursuit, and almost beside herself
Potato Hillocks.
ary
frock coat of the
,
back porch looked as empty as before.
what you like."
Whip boiled potatoes very light. To with rage, the old lady shouted at the
big
bis
black
period,
carried
hat
and
whole
and
move
Idea.
line
a
him
tell
discussion
the
I'll
The
"That's
that
a pint of mashed potatoes add a scant top of her voice: "I'll give anybody
ments of the men had been practically tablespoonful of butter, a tablespoon-fu- l a dime to catch that boy!" The boy
I can't stay here, and that I'm going In his hand For the rest, he waa a
..harp-eyed
very
man,
whose
aays
keen,
so or not
noiseless.
to enlist whether he
Instantly stopped and, turning round,
of hot milk or cream, a half
movements w re quick and stealthy,
"Now, Mr. Arrelsford, are you
That'll make him aay yea, won't Itr
of salt, and pepper to taste. shouted In reply: "Give me the dime
quick, comprehensive
"Why, of course; there'll be nothing and whose
ready?"
Beat in a raw egg, shape Into small and 111 come back."
glance seemed to take In not only Mrs.
"Yes, ma'am."
else for him to say."
heaps; put in a greased pan
conical
"Bay, you are a pretty good girl, Varney, but everything In the room
Mrs. Varney rang the bell on the In- in a hot oven and as they brown glaze
man never worries seriously
A
Intwo
said Wilfred, catching her hand Im Through the windows and the far door
The
watched each other
stant.
them with butter. Have the oven very about the rules of longevity until he
pulsirely. "Ill go upstairs and write soldiers could be seen dimly. Mrs.
tently, and In a moment old Martha hot; also have a hot platter. Slip a is
about sixty years old.
appeared at the door.
It now. You finish these aa soon as Varney waa very Indignant at the eneach one and transturner
under
cake
unIn
newcomer
of
this
tb's
yon can. You can aak those women trance
ring, ma'am?"
"Did you-al- l
fer to the hot dish.
UPWARD START
"Yes," said Mrs. Varney; "I want
for some scissors, and when they are ceremonious manner.
After Changing from Coffee to Poetum.
"Mr. Arrelaford!" she exclaimed
ready leave them in this closet, but
tome one to send to the hospital."
To Clean White Silk.
"Luthah is out heab, ma'am."
don't let anyone see you doing it haughtily.
An easy way to clean white silk
Many a talented person Is kept back
In two or three quick steps Mr. Bensswasj
"Luther? He's too small, I don't without using gasoline la to lay It on bocause of the Interference of coffee
whatever happens."
want a boy."
"No, I won't." said Carolina, aa Wil- ton Arrelaford of tha Confederate sea sheet of soft, white tissue paper, with the nourishment of the body.
"Well, den, Jonas "
cret service was by her side. Al- Her Slender Fingers Mads Hard Work
fred hurried off.
This Is especially so with those
cover it thickly with flour, lay another
was
through
alone,
habit
"Yes, Jonas will do; tell him U
are very sensitive, as Is
She went orer to the room where though she
of It
paper on top and roll whose nerves
of
tissue
sheet
with talented persona
he
lowered
case
his
the
often
come In here Immediately."
the women were sewing, and borrowed and excessive caution
It all up aa tightly as possible. Leava There Is a simple, eaey way to gat
close descriptions of both these men.
"Yasm"
a pair of scissors ; then she came back voice when he spoke to her.
days, and then take It rid of coffee troubles and a Tenn.
"Your pardon, Mrs. Varney," ha but we have never been able to get
"Perhaps you had better alt down. It for a few
and started to out off the trousers
out and shake It well. Be sure to lady 'a experience along tbiae Unas Is
on
too
them
until
last
a
of
either
our
much
ahade
of
hands
with
Varney,"
Just
said,
If
said
Arrelaford;
Mrs.
ware
marked.
The
cloth
"and
they
where
paper and not col- worth considering. 8ne says:
you will permit me, I will stand back use white tissue
was old and worn, but It was, never- the peremptory for perfect breeding, night"
"Almost from the beginning of the
for wrapping the silk.
ored
you
captured
to
them?"
compelled
enter
"Have
without
waa
yonder."
"I
window
by
the
hard,
scisfront
and
her
theless, stiff and
usa of coffee It hurt my stomach. By
got
It
them,
won't
one
of
and
when
You
ceremony.
will
"We've
understand
spent
as
will
be
well,"
Just
"That
their time
said
sors were dull. Men
the time I was fifteen I waa almost
Mock Cauliflower.
take long to get the other," said Ar- Mrs. Varney, seating herself near tha
a nervous) wreck, nerves all unstrung,
In sharpening other things than wom- I tell you why."
one
half
together
small
Chop
head
"
fierce,
whisIn
a
Vartruculent
men
relsford,
aald
Mrs.
"And those
no strength to endure the most trivial
table, while Arrelsford, making no efen's tools during those days In Richone atalk of celery-Coothing, either work or tun.
fort at concealment, stepped' over to of cabbage and
mond, and her slender fingers made ney, pointing to the back windows per.
30 minutes, or until tender, In
you caught, was he here the window. Old Jonas entered the
"There waa scarcely anything I
"The
have we done
hard work of the amputations. Be- and the far door "What
"
could eat that would agre with me.
Just enough, water to cover.
In Richmond?" asked Mrs. Varney, door Just as they had placed themside, she was prone to atop and think that we should be
When done add one cup of milk, sea-to- The little I did eat aeemed to give
greatly affected by the other's over selves. Ho bowed low before Mrs.
"They are on guard."
and dream of her soldier boy while
with salt and pepper, add a small ma more trouble than It waa worth. I
emotion.
woman,
the
guard!"
exclaimed
whelmlnc
"On
Varney,
entirely
anycongenial
work.
unsuspicious
Bhe
of
engaged In this
waa literally starving; was so weak I
of butter and thicken a little.
In
brought
place
waa
night
he
last
equally
and
"No.
resentsurprised
greatly
ordinary
eye
out
thing
the
alteration,
of
thereuntil bis
lime
could not sit up long at
had not finished the
men
we
In
captured
of
a
a
lot
with
ful.
fell ou the tall form of Arrelsford
"It was then a friend brought ma a
fore, when she heard a step In the
Pudding.
Graham
very
I
am
much
sortie"
and
little
ma'am;
"Ys,
He glanced furtively at the man for a
hot cup of Poetum. i drank part of it
ball. She caught up tha trousers, strivIn mixing bowl, one cup milk, one and after an hour I fait as though I
"Taken prisoner?"
moment, stffened imperceptibly, but
ing to conceal them, eotlraly forget- afraid wg shall be compelled to put
"Yes, bet without resistance."
felt
lay on the you to a little Inconvenience; tem
as there waa nothing else to do, cams cup molasses, one level teaapon soda had had something to eat
ful of the Jacket wht-That was about five
I assure you, but necessary "
"1 don't understand."
dissolved Into molasses; sift two cups strengthened.
porary,
on.
table
"He let himself be taken. That's
graham flour, little salt, add to tha years ago, and after continuing Post-ur(TO BE CONTINUED.)
"Oh." said lira. Varney, as she earns He glanced about cautiously and point
In place of coffee and gradually
getting
Into
tricks
for
our
of
across
their
hall.
one
the
door
"Is
to
the
above mixture and one cup raisins,
ed
gone
"you
haven't
room;
Into the
eat and
Mrs. Benham "Did you discharge tteam four hours, serve with whipped gottlng stronger, today I can as
in that room, Mrs. Var Unes when they want to bring a mes
anybody
there
much
eetr
digest anything I want, walk
some
signal."
saga
Benham-"Ngive
inexpensive.
or
cook?"
-Delicious
and
I
the
requestream
girl:
"we
don't
No" faltered the
as I want My nerves are steady.
mean
they
deliberately
"You
that
sewing
al
of
for
ladles
her
resignation."
"Yes,
a
number
ed
"I believe the first thing that did
iMe tor a little while, and
Storing Fruit snd Caréala.
ma any good and gave me an upward
evaporated
should
fruit
start, was Postum, and I use it altoCereals and
OF OLD were placed over those portions of the the table with knife or fork." "Lady cover yourself Throwing down your be kept In old preserva Jars and never gether now Instead of coffee."
ETIQUETTE
TABLE
meat which had to be grasped with Rich's Closet of Rarefies," published liquor aa Into a funnel la an action In paper bags, as tha Ktter invite bugs
Namo given by the Postum Co.,
Battle Creek. Mich
hand. Tha paper trilla some in 16(2, begs each gentlewoman to fitter for a Juggler than a gentle and mice.
the
left
of
English
the
Civility"
for
of
Postum now cornea in two forms:
tin.', seen nowadays on cutlet bones "observe to keep her body straight woman."
Seventeenth Century Are
must be well
Regular Poatum
by the author to be a survival and lean not by any means with her
are
said
Molding.
Keep
from
Cheese
Te
Amuslr.g.
soiled. 16c and Mo packages
After smarting elbow, nor by ravenous gesture die Whitelaw Raid to Newspaper Men.
of the old custom
Cheese wtU not mold so readily If
instsnt Poetum Is a soluble powa voracloua appetite."
Whltelaw Held. In a speech soma the cut parta are rubbed with butter der. A teaspoonful dissolves quickly
of the seven- under foreign criticism on their tabla cover
"DntO the middle
with
talk
mouth
her
must
she
Nor
Englishmen
to
manners,
ago
turned
years
literary
a
at
delivdinner,
In a cup of hot water and, with cream
and covered with greased paper.
teenth century," writes Rose M. Brad French "Rules of Civility," and others full of meat nor "smack like a pig," ered himself of a maxim which
he
and sugar, makes a delicious beverley In the English Housewife, "forks were compiled in England
not eat spoon meat so hot that the suggested should be hung up In every
age Instantly. 0c and 60c tins.
Making Floors Caay to Clean.
were a luxury, treated rather aa toys,
to wipe toara stand In her eyes "it ia very newspaper office In tha world.
were
warned
The cost per cup of both kinds la
"not
Readers
It
much
eaaily
are
floors
more
where
handles,
Kitchen
elegant, with Jeweled
knife er fork on bread or the cloth, uncomely," tha author adds, "to drink was: 'Fewer words, shorter stories, cleaned when painted with boiled Ua about the same.
daintily
at
pick
might
with the ladles
'"There's a Reason" for Postum.
but on napkins." Tbej were also re- so large a draft that your breath Is better told " And all the newspaper seed oil.
sold by Q ronera
their Sweetmeats. !' afore tha
to pick their teeth at almost gone and your are forced to re man present railed a cheer.
"not
quested
east fork was Introduced uaner
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An Existing Greatness
The beauty of an existing yreatnvss,
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full

view of every person even the skeptical who has eves to
see. is not to be scoffed at, when one looks to the west,
north and south of Cimarron or, for that matter, any place
in the Rockies. The atheist who lxOievt-that mountains,
towering high above clouds, were formed through a process of evolutioh, cannot give authentic data on his belief,
nor convincing proof that these hills have been in existence
for a million years or more.
These very mountains are an existing greatness in
themselves; frgm them is gathered and stored the water,
that later produces luxuriant grasses, fruits and products
in the valleys, where barren lands hold the controlling predominance against the will of man. From them is mined
the gold and silver that forms our present medium of exchange. From them is taken the iron ore that is later developed into steel from which the mighty and powerful
men of war are made, that cruise the world in quest of
peace.
While speaking of an existing greatness, it is most
natural that one has only in mind the scenic beauties thai
come in the paths of interest, and it is doubtfull whether
any pass these places, give a first thought as to what ex
ists behind those thick walls ar.d in the midst of them.

to the hotel management. This Is regarded by some citizens as a graft on
the part of the manipulators of the
clubs, bnt when the price of the meal
Is perfectly well known, and the preal
dent gives a large amount of time In
aectiring an elaborate prom ram of
It may be contended that
the difference In price Is paid for the
entertainment.
"I am told that some society men
and women are aisspected by their
frlendr of acting as 'runners' for restaurants. Thst is. they tell of a re
mnrksble place with excellent food at
reasonable prices, but you cannot nee
to recommend the cafe
anythlnf?
nbove others. They bring friends who
dine In a party, and they continually
boost' and urge frequent rounda of
drinks, until at last the bill has
mounted up to a considerable sum.
Thpee who have seen this system
many times feel morally certain that
the people who worked up the enthusiasm get a regular 'rake off of
the firm's earnings on that meal."

s

Both, or better, all three political parties in New Mexthe Democratic, Progressive and Republican, will be
called upon before the election next fall by the Prohibitionists to answer whether or no they favor prohibition. This
question is agitated throughout the state. The Prohibition party is an organization by itself and to ask any of
these national parties for their support, is either absurd
ignorance or supreme gall. It has its own platform and
planks to present to the intelligent public and that in itself
is sufficient for its success or failure: If through its own
siren manipulations to force the issue upon any of the national parties it fails, it has leen given due justice and reward. Too much gloating over the prohibition question
at a time when needed legislation is ignored, will cause untold grief and agony. The News is not upholding the
lawless and degraded; it believes in the rigid enforcement
of law, and would be the first to make it known would the
law be ignored or disregarded. For the prohibition party
to win would mean a failure in both state and local governments, and this can be ill afforded at this time.
ico,
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Write."

Office Furniture and Supplies

e

Desks, Filing Cabinets, Latest

Improved

Sec-

tional Book Cases and Unifiles

Typewriter Supplies, Oils, Ribbons,
Brushes, etc., Carbons and Type-

GIRL

writing Papers, Manuscript Covers
and Blank Legal Forms

Weber's Restaurant and Bakery.
Lambert who visited
Cimarron a tew days
mother
past week, departed Monday
the Raton tunnel to take up
duties as guard.
Gene

in

his

who boom real ee

the 'ate at afternoon teaa. who act as "run
tor tiers" for photographers, who organize
his

t
H. R. Mills
to Solona, the
first ot the week to visit with bis
mother and other members of the
family on their homestead a few
Wf-P-

days.

spectable parents; but it was their associates that brought
Card of T hanks
and lured them to a damnable life. It is through associates of a lower plane that such curses are brought upon
humanity. It is a sound proverb; "tell me with whom you The family of W. A. Vance tender their heartfelt thank: to the
associate and I will tell you what vou are."
No laws on the statate books can prevent crimes; the
object of the law is to mete out justice to the person who
violates it. In justise to society, it is necessary to have
laws that prescribe punishment, be it a fine, incarceration,
penal sevitude or the death penalty. The latter of which
while not often meted out, is the severest: and is intended
for those who are dangerous to humanity.

friends and neighbors lor their
kind assistance during the illness
of a great sulferer.
Also for the
beautiful floral offerings.
From
The Vanee Family.

Notice

dinner clubs to get a "rake off" and
who use other people's credit without
paying.

"She says:
"A real east ale man
told me of a woman who enabled him
to sell an expensive piece of property
He gladly offered her a regular commission, which would have amounted
to perhaps $500. she waa horrified at
the thought of taking a check, but
suggested that Instead he give her a
piece of diamond Jewelry. Any one
with common sense would, of course,
realize that such a transfer was far
more compromising.
In some cases
women are afraid that their husbands
will And out about the business transaction and will be .displeased, because
tbelr pride will be hurt; but In this instance the woman's husband accompa
nied her and the real estate agent to

Ordinance Number f, forbidding
the running at large ot animals
within the corporate limits of the
tions on April 7, proved a grand old victory for the Re- Village of Cimarron, will be rigidly
publicans, where more than one ticket was in the field. enforced. It matters not how such
may happen to be out nor
What was accomplished on April 7, is a signal resemblence animals
Anyone
to whom they' belong.
of what the Republican party will do in November. 'Pon seeing Ipose stock within the vilour word, Hiram.
lage limits will confer a favor upon
the village authorities by notifying
The News suggests thai the Albuquerque and Santa the mayor or Swearingen's Transfer company.
Fe papers consolidate and

then suspend publication, after
C. R. Mass,
getting such a fearful drubbing at the hands of the poor
Ma,u
G. O. P. Such "power of the press" makes us blush and
feel a though we would throw our No. 2 pencil in the
basket and stick our head in the Cimarron river.
GRAFT A SOCIAL SIN

"Wt just knew" that the Republican party would
wipe up the earth with those uimikrats, and they weren't
swapping horses in the stream either, no sir. They just
wipped 'em right smart; that's all.

brooch.
"I myself have had real estate men
offer me liberal commissions If I would
merely Introduce them to women in
comfortable circumstances by means
of a tea. 'All you need to do la fo pre
sent me casually as an acquaintance
men often attend teas and I will
make friends and tollón tip the acquaintances, and if I eventually land
any pf them I will pay you a straight
cotnmlasion Just as we do any of our

agenta.'

"It is Impossible to make some buai
ness men and also many women see
that this Imposing on your friends ami
actually deceiving them is unethical
'I will gladly mention your beautiful
houses gratis to any one whom I hear
inquiring about a suburban home,'
told this man. 'Ah, but that would not
be so' effective,' he replied. What
want you to do Is to use your influence.
You know thousands of club women
and can get me into some of the teas
as a social friend. Just as well as uot '
This man was a total stranger to me.
"I have no doubt whatever that such
propositions have been made to nearly
every club president or Influential
woman in the city.
"When you Mint come to the big
town it seems as though every one
tries to unload a nice little gold brick
on you. After a while you do not notice It so much, as you have become
either 'wise' or else got used to It.
"As a stranger you are Introduced to
a charming old lady with gray curls,
who Is most cordial to you. 'Ah,' you
reflect, 'what was that 1 used to bear
about New York's being cold? Non
erme: people are lovely to me.' Just
then your new friend opens her bag
and springs a little printed slip on you,
which turns out to be a book notice,
aid urges you to buy her publication.
Everywhere you go people allp Ucketa
Into your handa usually worth $2
apiece to concerts, lectures, enter
tatnmeuts, card parties, balls ana
make you extremely uncomfortable if
you refuse to purchase them These
also come to you almost daily in your
mall. It Is a common thing for five
tickets, representing $10, to drop out
of an envelope, accompanied by a Hot
requesUng you to send a chetk fot
them, or, if you cannot us them to
sell them to your friends. It Is bad
enough wheu these are from souie
philanthropy or organisation, but when
they are sect you by an acquaintance
for her own financial benefit the mat
1

The wails and whines of the state press are coming to
an end about the Republican party. The municipal elec-

Women Who Make
Livelihood
Out of Society Climbers.

Down on the banks of the Rio Grande,
Where politics 8ometime origiuate;

They Resell Cha.lty Affair Ticket..
Run for Photographer
and Of
ganlz Dinner Club
Work la
Don on Commission

Two parties fought a pretty
Dual, and one of them met their fate.

tít Lot,
Cooly. u

Wlnnlfred Harper
of the
Associated
Science of Ameri

$1.500,000

game birds and game Ash become th property of the owner and no Hihing or burning on .iid Vermejo Ranch will be permitted without written permission from
the owner or his ail Mori rod agent.

William II

Barflett.

AVISO

hi Ksncho

d
Vermejo situado an el
Condado de Colfax. Nuevo Mexico, como
esta registrado en el ofencina del secretario de el Condado de Colfax de la compañía
de el Maxwell Land tiran! a Mary W.
Rartlett el dia. 5 de Mayo. 1902 y el dia
es uu preservo de caza
25
y pescado bajo las leyes de Nnevo Mexico
y las licencias dado.
Bajo dicho licencias
todos animales, pájaros y pescados de caza son la propiedad del dueño y no darán

permiscios para cazar en dioho raucho de
Vermejo sin permicion escrito del dueño
William H. Bartl.tt.
NOTICE

The Vermejo Kanch having been made
a game and fish preserve under the laws
of the State of New Mexico, and as it desirable to preserve and increase the game
and fish thereon, notice is hereby given
that no permits for shooting or fishing will
be issued for the next three ydars.
William H. Bartlett.

Los Angeles, Cal. Bryant H. How
ard, a San Diego (Cal.) millionaire,
was made defendant In a $1,500,000
breach of promise suit filed here by
Maud Armfleld. who alleges that HowAVISO
ard Is the father of her
HI Rancho de Vermejo es un preservo
daughter. In her action Miss Armfleld
asserted she was married to Howard de caza y pescado bajo las leyes del estado
at San Diego In the summer of 109. de Nuevo Mexico y como queren preseronly to learn the following February var y acrecentar la caza y los pescados dsn
that a complaint charging him with aviso aquí que no tlaran permiscios para
d

All branches of the dental an
carefully practiced. Dr. Locke.

for a conunlealoQ,

FOR

ld

Cimarron Publishing Company
Meals at ail hours are served at

SUES

Young Woman Say San Diego Millionaire Is Father of Her
Child.

Mrs. Geo. Crocker and son of
Ute Park departed Monday for
The electrocution of four men at Sing Sing, Monday, Hot Springs, Arkansas, where they
is a fixed example for all young men who prefer to follow a will be the guest of friends and rellife of degradation in making the slums their homes. Un- atives a few months before returnthe Jeweler's and helped select the
doubtedly these men who paid the death penalty, had re- ing to the Ute Creek Ranch.

When everything
life without the use of

from the
Bar

to send

MI)

bigamy had been issued.
azar por tres anos.
Howard left for Mexico, she alleged,
William H. Uartlett.
to avoid prosecution, but returned
Influenced
to
and
her
later
obtain aa
annulment of the marriage After he
had obtained a divorce from his legal
NOTICE.
wife Howard refused to keep his promAl! trespassing in the W. S. Pastare in
ise to marry ber, Miss Armfield alleges. She says Howard owns property Colfax county, whether for the purpose of
hunting, fishing, pulling wild fruit, or cutvalued at $3,000,000.
ting fire wood, or for any purpose whatsoever, without leave, is. strictly prohibited
Tight Skirt 3,000 Years Old.
Philadelphia The
narand all trespassers will be prosecuted to
row bottom aklrt Is 3,000 years old. the fall extent of the law.
according to Max Muller, Egyptologist,
(Signed)
WILLIAM FRENCH,
I.. m Pftnnavlvanla
(or W. S. Land
Cattle Co.
tight-fittin-

t

'Chicken Inspector" Badges Popular.
Chicago. Joseph Field, seventeen,
AVISO.
was arrested for blocking traffic In
El trespasar dentro del pasteo del W. S.
the business district of the city. He
was Belling badges bearing tbe In- en el Candado de Colfax con la mira d
Inspector 23." yaia, pezca, recoger fruta silvestre o cor-ta- t
scription "Chicken
The crowd of buyers became so large
maeera seca o para cualesquieraotroe
the police were forced to clear a path fin sin permiso, se prohibe
est riclament
for vehicle.
c aquellos
que asi traspasaren serán

prose-cutad-

al lleno de la ley.
Watches Removal of Own Appendix.
Jackson, Miss. Refusing to take an Por (Krimado) WILLIAM FRENCH,
anesthetic. Warren Pullen watched
la Compnaia de Reces del W, s
the surgeons remove his appendix and
stood tbe operation well.

$100 Reward, $100

The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there la at !taat one
dreaded disease that science has been
able to cure In all Its stage, and that Is
Catarrh. Ball's Catarrh Cure Is the only
positive- cure now known to the medical
fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional
disease, requires a constitutional treatment Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting
nature In doing Its work. The proprietors
have so much faith In Its curative powers that they offer One Hundred Dollars
for any case that it falls to cure. Bend
for list of testimoníala
reas: F. J CHBNBT a CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druaslats, Tie.
Tafcs flail's Family Puis for constipation.

NOTICE.
tresspass on the J. M. Heel
ranch, in Colfax County, whethe.
for the purpose of huniing, fishing,
pulling wild fruit, or cutting- fire
wood, or for any purpose whatsoever, without leave, is strictly prohibited, and alt tresspassers wil'
be prosecuted to the full extent ol
All

the law.

(Signed)

1

J.

M.

Heck.

NOTICE

u:l
""'cm,

MATKIN

SUPPLY COM'Y

Undertakers
Carry a full line

of

COFFINS anisjCASKETS
TELEPHONE 20
Cimarrón, N. M.

Dr. L. Locke
Dentist
Springer, New Mexico.
Will be in Cimarron to do
your dental work, from
April iV to 26.

.
our rancn situated
on the
headwaters of the Costilla River Taos
county, New Mexico, haviug been made a
game and fish preserve under the laws of
th Stat of New Mexico, known as "Th
Costilla Gam snd Fish Preserve" and
Whereas, the object of said gam and fish
preserves being for the protection of gam
and ash and their increase, therefore, notice is ..hereby given that no permits for
hunting, shooting or fishing, will be issued
during the next three years.
The Adams Cattle Company,
By H. W. Adams. General Manager.

AVISO
Por cuanto nuesto rancho situado o la
cabezo del Rio Costilla. Candado de Taoa,
Nuevo Mexico, es un preservo de casa y
pescados bajo las leyes del astado d Nuevo Maxico conoaido por el nombre de
"El
Preservo d casa y pescado de Costilla, "
y por cuanto el objecto de
dicho Dreaarvo- de caza y pescado es por I protecioa y
el
acrecentamiento del pescado.
Por esta
razón clan aviso que no darán oermicios
para cazar durante Iras anos.
The Adams Cattle Company,
By H. W, Adams. General Manager.

The News gives the

Office with Dr. Masten news when it

is news.

The Irrigation Season
is

here and you will need a pair of

NICHOLAS,

PLANS
State Is the Richest

A

GIGANTIC

MONEY

$3,000,000.

TRUST

in

One-Six-

n

th

'St. Petersburg
Nicholas II hope tura for other alms than those of th
to restore bis lout authority by estab central government.
lish! r control over all tbe financial
Tbe Russian State bank has now a
resoun i i of bis vast empire. The aim bigger gold reserve than that of the
Of hi.;
policy ami of he policy llanque de France; and a much bigger
of hlx court and ministers. Is to create reservo than the reserve of the Bank
a money trust with political ends. of England and the German Retcas- Tttls fact has long been suspected by bank put together. In April, 191$
Russian economists, who ascribe to ner gold reserve was t7f0.000.000;
such motives the vast growth In Rus whereas the French figure was 9625.
sia's revenue and gold reserve, and uuo.000, the German $193.000,000 ami
the Increasing grip which the state U the English $151,000,000
Tbe gold
totting on private Industry. The sus- reserves of other state banks have
picion t hat this Is a conscious state pol- stood still or gone back of late; the
icy Is confirmed
by the revelations Russian reserve alone has rapidly inpublished In Vtenna by an
creased. Eight years ago a stir was
made when Premier Kokovtaeff, then
of the ministry of finance.
The state money trust scheme Is the finance minister, allowed a newspa
orea ion of the state comptroller, M. per man to see his glittering hoard of
M. Kharltonoff Is one of $400.000.000.
Kharltonoff.
That such a big sum
tbe ablest of the more reactionary existed skeptics bad refusod to beToday this sum Is nearly
high officials. To the public he Is beat lieve.
known by the intentionally lax man- doubled.
This gold reserve has the
ner In which he exercises his func- function of backing Russia's Issue of
tions of controlling state expenditure, credit notes. Rut the reserve Is suffand by the pliancy with which he al- icient for 87 per cent more notes than
lows money voted for a specific pur- have been Issued against It. Wltte depose to be spent on different alms. clares that If there is a great war RusKharltonoff four years ago presentad sia will have recourse to forced ex
to the czar a memorandum declaring change; and thus will be able to use
s
thai the financial Independence of the at least
of the gold hoard.
local governing bodies Is a menace
Russia alms at getting as much as
to state security, and that the only possible of the national substance Into
way to check the growing power of state hands.
What cannot be acthese bodies Is to starve them of quired In this way Is to be controlled.
The St. Petersburg stock exchange
has of late been put entirely onder the
government thumb The germ of this.
policy dates from the days of Finance
Minister Vyschnegradskl and his successor, Wltte, who said; "This view
Is Indorsed
by Premier Kokovtaeff.
and by Tlmaaheff. the minister of
trade and industry. The government
claims that It has a right to declare
at what prices stocks and bonds shall
be sold." As long as stocks go up the
government Is content, but It threatens trouble when they go down. The
assistant finance minister lately summoned the chiefs of the exchange and
announced that "the bourse has, in
government opinion, fallón sufficiently
t

SpringandSummer
Shoes For All

Pants and Overalls
For Men and Boys

Our complete line

Working pants and overalls
that give durable service to
wearer, both in quality and
X
'11
price. I ou will need a pair.
The price is from (M 00
PA- $4 down to

of Brown
Shoes are famous for their
quality and comfortable fit.

Shoes for every member of
the family at Drices MT 00
from

$2 to

PJ- -

1

Dress Goods and Ladies Wearing Apparel
The nobbiest lines ever shown here.

All grades, colors, makes and

Laces and Embroideries are carried in complete varieties,
and the prices are in conformity with good qualities and fabric.
styles.

Let us quote you our prices on your next bill of groceries.
We have none but the best and will give you entire satisfaction. Remember we, lead while others follow.
Royal Tailor Suits and Overcoats for spring and summer,
guaranteed all wool and perfect fit, from $15 to $30.

Rogers,

Whiteman

&

'

two-third-

and It must not be allowed to fall any
more."
He threatened disciplinary
measures against the brokers if tbe
fall continued. Tlmaaheff Is at present busy on a plan of state Intervention by means of purchases whenever
stocks fall unpleasantly low.

Co,

The Store of Good Values and Honest Merchandise

Czar Nicholas.

artificially supporting stocks,
Russia alms at the protection of her
own state property. For the same
reason she alms at controlling the
prices of products. She has already
fixed the prices of raw spirits and
sugar, and she has the same policy,
In a veiled way, toward the great
Ex President
metallurgical works.
Zakrowskl
of the South Russian
Metallurgical union complains that tbe
government's aim Is a state steel
trust. In which the present Ironmas
ters will remrln de Jure as owners,
but, de facto, merely as subordinate
employes of tbe Btate. The annual
trade congresses nowadays merely
register the orders of finance minis
ters. This Is effected through the
government representatives who alFormerly
ways attend congresses.
the representatives had the duty of
watching and reporting. Now they
aspire to lead the congresses. They
decide what Is to be and what Is not
to be said, and they practically dictate
all price agreements. The law gives
By

The taxes which they could be
prevented collecting for local needs
would easily, said Kharltonoff, be diverted into the central treasury.
"Money." Bald Kharltonoff In his
memorandum, "Is the chief power In
the modern state. Your majesty's autocracy was threatened In tho past
mainly by the rise of a wealthy and
Independent bourgeois exlstlug without favor of the state. The ideal
should be rather a relatively poor people and a rich ttate, and everything
should bet done to attain this aim.
The first thing Is to continue the policy of concentrating wealth, and Increasing state control over wealth
which Is In private hands."
This program for a state nunny
trust was approved of, continues
funds.

When
Kharltonoff, by fount Witte.
minister of finance in 1900, Wltte got
the czar to consent to a law which
forbade tbe zemstvos, or provincial
administrative council, to Increase taxation more than a limited amount annually.
Witte'B aim was thus to divert money, which might be taken In
the form of taxes. Into the central
treasury.
The more starved the

fatter the imperial
other respects Wltte
concentrated money in the hands of
the state, and did everything to prevent concentration In private or In
local government hands.
As a result of Wltte's policy and of
the policy outlined by Kbarltonoft,
Russia, Which Is the poorest country
In Europe, is the richest state. The
economist, Afanasleff. shows that tbe
average annual peasant Income la
only )I5.60; and peasants of this kind
s
of the population.
make up
Although Russia has 160,000,000 population, her total wealth, Including land
at present sale prices, la only
while England with a fourth
of that population Is worth $65.000.
with a third
000.000. and Germany
zemstvos
budget.

X

The propertlee are worth
The owner proposed to
sell them to a land speculator named
Telkln. Telkln baa a
dispute with tho state in regard to
taxation of his present estates. Tbe
government lost the ease and the result Is a loss of some millions of
rubles from taxes of other estates.
Krtvoschetn oame to the conclusion
that Telkln must not be allowed to
buy more land.
He therefore got
Nicholas II to Issue a private prohibition to Scheremtleff aralnst selling
his estatea and the prohibition,
though not lawful, had to be obeyed.
Krivoscheln declares that the po-lltlcal hegemony of tbe state depends
upon the noncentratlon of land by Individuals. In the end, he says, the
Russian state will claim final control
over all land. The land and the profits
from It will be left In private banda,
but the disposal of It by sale will b
object to the control of tbe state.
"Only the state la fit to handle the
vast arciimnlntloTis of capital and tha
vastly Increased land values which
are tbe fruits of modern economic development."
If this theory is carried ont the Russian stati will have In Its hands either
provinces.

OF ALL RUSSIA,

Europe, Although People Are the Poorest-NatioOwns the Railroads and Telegraphs and
of All the Land Russian State Bank Has
Very Large Bank Reserve.

good rubber boots to wear in the field. Your attention is called to the superior line we carry; the best
irrigation boots made, and the price is right.

CZAR

the

In many

' JasBf

Russian Duma In Ueaaiofl.

as absolute owner or as controller
everything worth having. It already
owns outright 30,000 jnlles of state
railroads; all telegraphs; the vodka
monopoly; and lands which cover a
sixth of the area of the empire, and
are bigger than any single European
state. The stock exchange, the Iron
and sugar Industries, and. finally, the
privately owned lands are already under government control. This pi ocean
Is bound to go further.
Duma Member Volkoff, who as a
"cadet" Is a strong opponent of government policy, says that the new
money autocracy will be bad for private individuals. A state which, instead of unchallenged political power,
has unchallenged money power, will
be able to disregard popular wisbea
in a Way Impossible In. the past The
control of a country by money power,
of which much la now being heard in
regard to South America, will soon be
in Russia an accomplished fact "By
Its unparalleled
accumulations of
wealth and Its unlimited powei to hart
or help Individual interests, the Russian state has a far stronger weapon
than even Its 1,500,000 soldiers and it
system of police espionage."
The time Is near, says Volkoff, when
Russians will be slaves of the money
power of the state. "Our people have
always been s la vea. But whereas formerly nnder Plohve and Slpyagine
they were slavee of the ministry of
the trterior they are In future destined
to be slaves of the ministry of finance.
The former slavery was the more ob--j
vlous, but the latter is the more sub- tie and Insidious. In the end servitude to a state money trust Is likely
to prove the hardest servitude of alL"
NOTED "IDENTIFIER" IS DEAD

four-fifth-

Man Who for Years Sought Body of
Englishman Expiree In New
York City.

$36,000,-000,00-

"

is 'vorth $75,000,000,000
population
The national Income of Russia Is leas

than half that of England or France.
Yet of all European states Russia has
the blRgest annual budget. Her present buHget Is over one billion Ave hun
dred million dollars; whereas tbe Rrtt
lsh is $950,000,000, and the French and
German each about nine hundred mil
lion dollars. Also Russia's budget in
creases at an unexampled rete. In
so that
1903 (t was only $990,000,000;
there was a rise of over fifty per oent
in nine years.
Russia remains tbe poorest country
In Europe precisely because the state
la the richest. The sucking dry of the
PeU'sburg checks
provinces by
nent The expendí
all uormal dev
cal government and
ture per head
iterprlses Is only a
productive loc
lhat of England
seventeenth
e bad because It 1
Money U not
tnd because St Ps
shucks any xnead

Czarina of Russia.
government reprosentatlveu no
power to do this. But the Ironmasters
of their cus
depend for
tom upon state railroad and state shipbuilding orders and they are helpless
says that
M. Zakrowskl
to resist.
state control has already goue so far
that the state might, as well purchase
the Ironworks outright.
In regard to private land, a similar
tho

three-fourth-

policy is being

s

pursued.

Land is a

j

New York. An elderly man, believed from papers he carried to have
been Perrín H. Sumner, who waa once
well known to tbe police as "the grant
American Identifier," died of heart disease in a subway train.
Sumner won the title In the "90s by
Identifying unclaimed bodies of suicides as a mythical Englishman named
Edgar.
The Identification always
proved false and what he wanted of a
doad , Englishman named Edgar remained a mystery. Sumner wan involved in many difficulties in this and
other cities through his financial op
erations and served a term In
Sing tor grand larceny.

potential economic rival of state
finance, and, therefore, land must be
New Orave Causae Investigation.
brought Into subjection. M. Krivos-- 1
Chicago.
When Mrs.
Gertrude
chein, director of the dwnartment of ('ashman went to U'nnl Moshe mine
agriculture, preaches this doctrine. As tery to put flowers on bet husband's
the law does not countenance It, he grave, she found a newly made grava
goes behind the law. Thla was recent- on the family lot. No one has died in
ly done In regard to two Schsrerseiieff.
her family for several years. She da
properties in Moeoow and Voronaab
an UivUssltqn.
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Hogs.
Good hogs

prime requisite with poultry Is
be kept. The sympathetic nature In woman leads har to vrovlde
for comfort. Her care for appearance
has real value In the market, which
la the final last of her ability to produce.
It Is in this place where we
differ from women In all other callings. We are not handicapped by our
A

that it

ex.
We have never had a discount proposed because poultry was owned by
women, while on the other hand, no
matter bow well we teach, clerk, etc..
we find an Inevitable discrimination
against us In the pay offered our ability In those Hoes.
Poultry farming affords a profitable

outlet for Intelligence and energy with
Independence. If we are fitted for
this work we will find a perpetual
charrn In poultry farming. It aleo
gives us an opportunity to maintain a
home where others may find refuge.
There Is no monotony to such a Ufa
We have the poultry papera, the fairs
and shows these keep the mtnd alert
and the Interests engaged
The woman engaged In It finds the
business of poultry raising projected
on such a generous scale that she has
bo fsar of others In the same business. Then, too, the poultry farmer
la her own boas.
Poultry fanning
baa many features which would appeal to woman. She Is mistress of
the situation. The business La here.
Don't be aa amateur In the work.
Spend all your ability in becoming a
professional. If the women who half
starve trying to teach, clerk, etc,
would only eta ploy their time raising
poultry for the market they would
make fortunes. If nine tenths of the
actresses would pat as much Urns and
study oa the characteristics of a hen
as they do studying Lady Macbeth

PREDICT

8.408.60

Purity Congress Mests Nov. 6.
La Croase, Wis.
Announcement
was made by B. 8. Steadwell. president of the World's Purity Federation,
that the eighth Purity Congress will
convene at Kansas City Nov. 5.
LENGTHEN LIFE HUNDRED YEARS
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is

of your flock.
The hen owner
has. by the use
of the trap nest,

able one.
The question

often

"What

A Fine

Alii!!

1

'

R

iasMsashaaJ

Flock of PlymoutnRccks

Some Young Duck-

lings Trsp Nests Simps Feeding snd Drinking
Devices Whits Wyandottes.

arises

Is

a

profitable hen?"
The only direct
answer muat of
neceaslty be a
general one. A
profitable hen
may be defined
as one that will

produce enough

they would be walking on velvet Instead of beating the hard pavements
looking tor a job.
If nature intended you to do this
work, do It. A successful foundation
with poultry Is first made by going
Into detalla in regard to the little
things that In the beginning seem to
be so Insignificant.
Women have greater aptitude than
men. The present-darunner Is the
man of the hour (man or woman),
who has already made a success In
cattle and hog raising. You will not
find a practical farmer who has already made a success, fall If he or she
undertakes poultry. Why? Because
they go about It on businesslike principles with no thought of failure.
There is nothing about poultry
farming but what cau be learned by
any bright woman and there Is no
part of the work woman cannot do
I see women lu
If she Is so minded.
poor health reaping a good harvest
both physically and financially In the
poultry business, and 1 wonder why
more women do not Indulge In this
health-givinbusiness. Often women
are left companionlesa on the farm.
Why not try poultry raising Instead of
moving to the city to find something
to do to eke out a mere existence?
They write me. "What branch of the
poultry business shall I take up?" You
will have to decide for yourself; as
so much depends upon the location,
the demand, the market, etc.
Business methods will pay. Profit
or loas can he known only by good
bookkeeping.
We cannot overestimate the Importance of keeping records of our beus. Upon these records
depends the success or failure of our
buslncsa
Under present conditions
with the Increased cost of everything
which enters lato the production of a
dozen eggs comes the necessity for
the application of stricter methods of
oonomy and a closer attention to
very detail.
We must gat out of the old ruto and
open aa aoooaat with the hens, giving
them credit lor what they produce
and charging them with what they

and Her Flock
Chickens.

of

ÍbSBBbI

At

determined the
egg - production
ability of the
hens and has
taken the first
step In discovering the difference between a
profitable hen
and an unprofit-

Vlsrfnf

Wilcoxon

to pay for feed, care. Interest on the
necessary Investments and some profit besides.
The cost of keeping a
hen will vary according to locality and
cost of feed and labor.
In a great many localities the laying
hen Is receiving her share of attention. For a great many yearn In the
past she has been a side Issue Very
few have realized the importance of
the laying hen and the prominent position ahe ie filling in the agrirultural
affairs of the United State
With the Isnd increasing In value
rapidly the farmer Is now begtnniug
to wonder bow he can make the great
nst amount of profit and Interest on
the amount Invested. By this I do
not advocate the farmer turning his
entire attention to poultry, but Just
a hint to th farmers' wlvea and

daughters who have to go away from
home to find something profitable to
do for spending money.
You can more than earn spending
money at home by raising poultry with
300 hens,
the profits from which
would assure you a larger income
than the factory hand and not so many
hours' work per day and this mostly
(n the open air. You would be In no
danger of "losing your Job," for the
hens are capable of producing from
200 to 250 eggs per each year.
Qood, pure-brestock Is one of the
features for the most rapid Improvement. Too many do not give enough
thought to the breeding side, and
even the matter of production receives but little attention. On undertaking any enterprise in whatever
Une It is extremely necessary to consider If what we are doing is to result
in success.
First, determine the breed desired.
I would strongly urge the neceaslty of
choosing at the outoet one of the best
breeds and sticking to ft. If rightly
managed a flock of 800 hens will
bring In not less than $500 a year.
1 have read of some making $600 with
only six bens and a cockerel. These
persons receive fancy prices for their
I am just talking about the
products.
ordinary prices that the majority of
farmers obtain.
Let me tell you that this cannot be
done with scrub stock. This Is where
the mongrel falls and the pure-brewins. A farm full of laying hens to
a great help because they are a daily
cash income.
About the first step to make Is to
go right out to the hen house. Don't
figure on paper. Sit right down among
them and see If you can find wherein
you can make improvements for this
aeason's work.
You can make money with poultry
If you love the chickens and start
out with the Intention that you are
going to make a living at the business and It you are not afraid to work
and will apply yourselves to the task
f looking after and caring for the
d

d

iowla.

But some one art, "That to too
we cannot afford to
much work!
apend the time keeping these
I dare say some of you
will find some surprises awaiting you
when you begin keeping aa account

7.75

.6.26

6.75

That Is Prediction of Secretary of
Kansas Board of Health.
.
Kansas City, Mo. In the next cen5.756.25
tury, 1"0 years will be considered "Just,
Hay.
a ripe old age." Dr. S. J. Crumblne,
(F. O. B. Denver, carload price.)
secretary of the Kansas State Board
Colorado upland, per ton.$12.50frf la. 50 of Health, told a state meeting of
Nebraska upland, per ton. 10.5011.50 mothers here. Dr. Crumblne said that
Second bottom. Colorado
and Nebraska, per ton. 10.0O11.00 scientific attacks on disease will cause
Timothy, per ton
16.0017.00 lite to be lengthened nearly 100 per
Alfalfa, per ton
9.00 10.00 cent in another 100 years.
Botfth Park, choice, ton.. I5.0016.00
South America.
San Luis Vnlley. per ton. 10.00 11.00 Fund for Exploring
Gunnison Valley, per ton. 14.00 16.00
New
York. Theodore Roosevelt:
(Straw, per ton
4.00
4.60 will give to the American Museum
of
Natural History $2,000 when he reGrain.
turns to New York in May and assist
Wheat, choice milling, 100 lbs
1.32 it (in raising $l."00 more to carry on
Rye, Colo., bulk, 100 lbs
1.05 exporatlona in
South America.
Idaho oats, racked
t.47
Corn ctiop, sacked
1.60
Joslah L. Plekard Is Dead.
Corn, in sack
1.49
Chicago. Josiah L. Plekard. educaBran, Colo., per 100 lbs
1.35
tor and author, prominent In the Middle West thirty years ago, died at PasFlour.
Standard Colorado, net
.$2.15 adena, Cal. He was ninety years old.
...

Dressed Poultry.
Turkeys, fancy D. P
20
Turkeys, old toms
16
Turkeys, choice
16
Hens, large
. .
Hcne, small
Stags, lb
14
Ducks
Oeese

16
8

Roosters
Live Poultry.
Hens, fancy
Roosters
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over

18

aad literature.

15

District Representative,

W. A. SMITH,

O. B.

Canadian Pacific
Railway Company.
Lnf Branch

com-

mission

6.25

Butter.
Elgin
Creameries, ex. Colo., lb.
Creameries, ex. East, lb...
Creameries, 2d grade, lb...
Process
Packing stock
.

24

Fruit.

Apples, Colo., extras, box.
Apples, Colo., fancy, box..
Apples, Colo., choice, box.

.75

1.21

,

Potatoes, cwt

cwt

i....

$1.25
1. 00

1.50
1.36

spring.

Lou-ilo- n

$3.703.72.

Oats No.
standard,
Ryo

Flock of White Wyandotte..

Vacation of English Judge.
The Judges who are to have their
holidays curtailed may look back with
a sigh to the good old times of a century ago- Tba four utw term Into
which the year was divided lasted only
a few weeks each, while the long vaos Uon was of three months' duration.
Then there were a liberal number of
royal birthdays and saints' days
which furnished an excuse for a holiday. But against Us La the oourto
opened punctually at 10 every morn
-

ing, and never took a half holiday on

3

white,

tic.61c,

No.

Barley- -

Fins Healthy

6870c;

Corn - No. 3.
No. 3 white,
68Vs694, No. 3 yellow.

6870c,
3939c;

2,

4868c.

Timothy $3.00 0 4.76.
Clover $8.00 11.16.
Pork $10.95.
Lard $10.41.
Ribs fl0.61Oll.lt.

.

Greatest hill climber. SO miles on 1
mlle on on. set
fZ ."Zina; 3r?00
Carteroar
N,w Mexico Distributors

,or,,?,r.dofl
lit in
Ut AgMti Wanted.
A

I

,

and Wyo
a
1MI Bdwr.. Driver

EVERYTHING FOR THE

9293c;

9293c.

QaEssflssssaisssss

ma

rwi

I

8iV91;

A

METZ 22 4M7C

i'

Chicago Grain and Provision Priesa
Chicago. Wheat No. 2 red, 93
94c; No. 3 red,
No. 2 hard,
No.
hard, 90'491c; No.
2 Northern. 9394c; No. 3 Northern,
92 93c: No. 2 spring, 9394c; No. S
'sfaflsHflBBsaEafeL
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Denver Photo Materials Co.
lUaatman Kodak Co.) Dnnr, Colorad

BssnnnBsssVsvi-rTir.-

MARKETS.

18 10s.

Ibbbsbbbs
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Vegetables.
Cabbage, Colo

St. LoulaIad
Spelter $5.12.

JJnaSSSBSn.

u ytHir Film for
Kiper
work only. The book of the Brownies fr
Rsjnd

$.50.1.00
2.002.50

Lead and Spelter.
New York. Lead $8.753.96;

"

934 17TH ST.
ilCIIUCD
UlIII Lil

KODAKS and SUPPLIES

H

26
26
21
21
14

.

Pacific

Ganaoian

The Canadian Pacific Railway Company
' Announce
the removal of their
office from 91 17th St. to
834 1711. M .. Drawer.
And Invite you to call and see our wonderful grain dlaplaya from
Weatern Canada.
Many farmers have paid for their
land In one crop. Rich farming land
within the reach of all; ill tu ISO per
acre, on twenty annual paymenta
$40
to $50 per acre for Irrigated land, plenty of water, apeclal term.
11,000 loan for Improvements, repaid
In twenty payments; 6 Interest on all
deferred payments.
Call or write for Information, masa

14

Eggs.
Eggs, graded No. 1 net, F.
O. B. Denver
Eggs, graded No. 2 net. F.

Denver
Eggs, case count, less

The

17
8
20
16

19
15
13

Oeese

FROM

9

10

Ducks

Get Your Canadian Home

28
18
17
18
18
15
18
17

'.

MISCELLANEOUS

g

consume.

.$7.00

..5.006.15

Owes

Yearlings (light)
Wethers

:ts

CROP.

WHEAT

RECORD

Of Irrl- -

Federa!

Sheep.

know

for the promotion

Report Estimates 551.00C.0OO-BushHarvest from Condition.
A
Washington.
record breaking
winter wheat crop la In prospect thla
year, the Department of Agriculture
eatlmetlng on a conservative basla
that the yield may exceed 551. 000,000
bushels. The condition of the erop,
April 1, was 95.6 per cent of a normal,
or 11.6 per cent better than the average April l condition for the past ten
years.
The area planted last autumn was
86,506,000 acres, and with a comparatively good winter it is believed the
percentage of acreage nbandoned ha
been somewhat less than 9 6 per cent
below the past ten years, so that an
unusually big acreage will be harvest4.755.75 ed if conditions continue favorable
6.006.50 throughout the season.

Bulls

ited a real poultry
farm where a woman was hired on a
monthly salary for
taking charge and
performing all the
labor connectedI
with the farm.

ure.

tee
coo
rati

Stags
Feeders and stockers, good
to choice
6.6067.50
Feeders and stockers, fair
to good
5.75C6-5Feeders and stockers, common to fair
6.0005.75

I

cares.
Some time ago a man said to me,
"Chicken raising Is nothing but a fad."
Even so; It does one good to have a
hobby to ride if they only get there.
It will pay to ride a safe hobby and
there la nothing more profitable than
the "fancy fowl fad."
Did you ever attend a poultry ahow
and notice how many exhibitors there
are? There Is Just aa good a chance
for a woman to win a prize on her
poultry as men. lt'a simply a matter
of knowing how.
A great many women when they
want to increase their Income Just
add to the number of their flock, and
If you want to sell out your stock you
can do so any time of the year. The
hungry public buys our poultry products greedily and at any time.
A great many have a taste for country life and natural capacity for the
management of a farm; with poultry
raising the raising of fruit can be
combined profitably. Who Is adapted?
The woman who may become a good
manager of a household has the qualities which Insure success as poultry
raisers and women would not be poultry raisers If they did not have a
strong taste In that direction.
If she Is endowed with that taste
all else follows naturally. If we care
for poultry we like to see it and this
trains the eye to recognise types and
to estimate a correct valué from it;
It enables one to detect the conditions
which In the beginning may make the
difference between success and fail-

Cattle.

I

choice
$7.50t3.50
Beef steers, cornfed, fair to
food
6.7 5 7.50
Boef ateers. pulp fed, good
to choice
?.6ff.0A
Beef steers, pulp fed, fair
to good
6.50gi7.io
Beef ateers, hay fed, good
to choice
7.00 7.80
Beef steers, hay fed, fair
to good
6.2B37.00
Heifers, prime cornfed .... 6.50 7.25
Cows and heifers, cornfed,
6.00 6.75
food to choice
Cows and heifers, cornfed,
fair to good
5.256.00
Cows and heifers, pulp fed,
good to choice
5.90 6.60
Cows and heifers, pulp fed,
fair to good
5.00 5.90
Cows and heifers, hay fed,
good to choice
5.50(rD6.40
Cows and heifers, hay fed,
fair to good
6.005.50
Oannern and cutters
3.754.75
Veal calves
7.50 10.60

vis-

many who have large turkey
farms, many own large duck farms.
Duckt have come to stay and the
breeder who gives them special attention will realise a good profit from
them. There are great possibilities in
store for duck raisers.
Poultry farming is a hobby of mine.
I know It to be one of the healthiest
outdoor occupations that woman can
enter. Women perhaps need hobbles
ven more than mn do; their Uvea
are more circumscribed. Woman la
often held at home by a thousand ties
which she would not loosen if she
could and could not If she would. Let
har have a hobby, then, which will
direct her thoughts from her small

on
tlon
on I

Beef steers, cornfed. good to

HK suoosaafal management
poultry farm dependa
of
primarily upon the natural tanto for the business
aufflctent to embrace a
lor for aa wall aa an Interest to fowl
The woman who aucceeda mnat
hare a capacity to manage
detalla ability to direct
hired help If such la necessary.
She most have power to understand the market and good judgment
tn regard to the merits of the different breeds. There are many notable examples of women who hare succeeded with poultry raising. I know
many who are good fanciers, many
good commercial poultry raisers and
they are all ener
getic. They know
how to push aside
the difficulties that
arise in the poultook
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Alcohol and Drug Addictions
Con. eighteenth ano Cuntís
m

1

1

...

.

vujcu oy a KKnunc couik ot medication.
Tac only place in Colorado where fa
Genuine Keeley Remedies arc admimatcred
KODAK

Omaha Live Stock Quotations.
South Omaha Hogs Heavy, $8.45
8.66; Ught. $8.4008.52; pigs, $7.60
8,15; bulk of sales, $8.46 08.66.

ffimflisi
n-

Motorcycle Bargains
- . j . ... IlKNOtcTClaa.

rlolil

UaIftaruitiuclilM.I

Saturday, and sat after dinner, sometimes well Into the night a remarkaWltira Dlatrttatora of Sunalalor liumlat
Cattle Native steers, $'..0008.86;
ble feat when we remember that lawand heifers, ie.i6tpa.oo; westSKAI.S A STKNOIMI
yers of the period were nearly all cows steers,
8.00; Texas steers,
$6.26
ern
Callahan Norcllr Co.
"three or six bottle men." London $6.0007.60; cows 0and heifers.
ISSN Stout S.,Dav
$6 850
Cbronlole.
7.10; calves $7.65010.60.
Krn barbar trad.
Yearlings. $6.7307.14; UlANTCn
f" oaaka
Sheep
ww
r.am red.
is i a u J.w
NUadr pool Uon lor rom.
Firmness ef Purpose.
wethers, $ti.007.00; lambe, $7 40
waaai iraduataa.
Woadcrfui damand ,.,r
Firmness of purpose to one of the All.
"earnlu; t.o. c.i.1.
Si, wSr-fi- ?
aril
most necessary sinews of character
nun OAHBtn COLLEGE, Cm.,, Colo.
Flax.
of
Price
of
and one
the beat Instrumento of
Duluth. Mion. Llnseed-Jul- y. May, $1.M;
all BtiiMi and
nuooese. Chesterfield.
HPE
MlTti ANO
$1.67
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GOVERNORS ADOPT RESOLUTIONS

For Handu Bous and
Girls to Make and Do

Pledge

NIILY

MALL.

By

WHEN YOU QO ON A "HlKaV
No doubt yon have all hoard of
Triased trails." where th bark of tree
la chopped off Id placas to mark the
path taken. To Indicate that the trail
Ilea straight ahead, the woodsman
SlfiüS-QTl-IBAlL-

i rl

STICMT TUSN TO
mcao
BK.HI.
i

TURN

TO

iu
MNINS!

ktm

Signs

Knotted-Geass- u

to ruw to
btmkt
aiCMTi
Mtaoi rN
Lcrri
Twig Signs
STRAIGHT

AHEAD'

a

TUSM TO
RlCMTT

Stone-Hea- p

TURN TO

um

NKW

DOROTHY

PERK

IN.

AS FOR
HOMIMAOV
JEWELRY.
lavalUeree,
Necklace,
pendants,
bracelets, watch-foband all manner
of places of )wlry. large and small
and of attractive design, may be made
by tha new process which I am going
to toll yon about The materials need
ed are inexpensive cornstarch, common table salt, cold water, fruit color
lag or water-colorsmall crystal beads
and pearl beads.
The cornstarch, salt and water must
be mad Into a mixture for modeling.
In the proportions of 1 tablespoon of
cornstarch, to 2 tablespoons of salt, to
'
1 tablespoon of cold water.
If you
wish the material colored, first add the
dye to the water. Mix the water with
the cornstarch, then heat the salt In a
small pan, and when "piping hot" pour
It in with the cornstarch and knead
I OK

s,

WARNIMCI

Signs

chopa off a piece of bark every now
and then from the side of a tree fac-

ing the trail, then where a turn Is
made, he cata or "biases" the nearest
tree to that turn in the same way, and
makes an additional cut upon the right
Dr left of this, according to whether
the turn Is made to the right or left.
Unless you carry a small ax with
you, you will not be able to make
biased trails, though you should remember how to read them. The three
seta of signs shown In Pigs. 1, 2 and
3 will be of more use to you
The
knotted-grasse-

signs, shown in Fig.

s

TOP

1,

Si DÉ

are often used in marking a trail
across a prairie, and are a very sim
ple form of marking. The danger slg
5
nal is useful In giving warning of a
dangerouH place ahead, and 1b Intend
ad to put you upon your guard. The
twig signs (Fig. 2), which are made by
breaking the ends of tree branches or
bushes In such a manner that the
broken ends will hang down and point with your Angers until thoroughly
away from the direction to be taken. Is mixed.
Fancy hatpins are the simplest
things to start with, and Figs. 1 to 6
show several pins with prettily designed heads that are easy to make.
You need a common hatpin for the
foundation, and yon must build the
fancy head upon this, molding the cornstarch mixture about the common head
Into the form you prefer to have it
The beads on the top of the head
shown in Fig. 5 are pearl beads, and
are pressed Into the molded bead before the mixture hardens.
The beads of the bracelet shown In
Fig. 6 are made of the cornstarch mixture, with crystal beads placed be4
tween them, and they are strung upon
a string of silk cord. Roll the cornUse
Mow
starch beads between the palms of
COMPASSAS A
your hands until they are perfectly
another good method. One advantage round, then pierce holes through them
of this scheme Is that on the return
trip the silver sides of the leaves of
the broken twigs will face you. and
thus be easily distinguished from the
surrounding leaves. The stone-heasigns (Fig. 3) are generally used
where there are no trees to blaze.
It is a good plan to carry a compass
when tramping, but if you lose your
directions when without a compass,
your watch will help you out of fie
difficulty
Hold the watch as shown in
Fig. 4, with the hour hand pointed toward the sun, then halfway between
the point of the hour hand and the 12
o'clock figure will be south. If the
face of a watch were divided Into 24
hours the 12 o'clock mark would al
WMWatch-Fo- s
ways lay in the direction of south, but
as It is divided Into only one half tuat
many hours, It Is necessary to take
the point halfway between the hour
hand and 12 o clock. Thus, at 4 p. m.
south will lie approximately In the dl
rection of 2 o'clock, while at 8 a. m. It
will lie approximately In the direction
of 10 o'clock.
A folded paper cup Is extremely before they harden, to prepare them
simple to make, and you will often for stringing
(Fig. 7) has a pendThe watch-foant made of the cornstarch mixture.
piece In the cenThe Irregular-shapeter of the face may be a fancy button
or a place of colored glass. Tha
ring at the top of the pendant Is a
fancy-worring, and It is securely fastened with a small hairpin looped over
It and extended down through the center of the pendant. A piece of silk ribring and
bon, Joined to the fancy-worto the watch ring, completes the fob.
A cross pendant has a small hairpin
extending from the top down through
the center, with Just enough ai the
loop left exposed at the top to form a
ring. Small paarl beads are pressed
Into one face it rows, to complete tha
Mow to Fold a
cross.
Paper D&inking-Cu- p
A lavalllure has a peudant made of
one,
a
when
the
cornstarch material, but the beads
make
to
occasion
lave
sup is not at hand. Tear a piece of are pearl beads. A hairpin must be
:lean paper so It will measure eight embedded in the pendant to attach
r nine Inches square (Fig. 6); fold the cord to. Arrange the beads upon
or-a-r
a silk cord.
h corner A over to the opposite
(Slg. 7). fold corner B over to the
Getting It Straight
position shown In Fig 8. fold corner
K wot or
After all. It's a true saying
C over to the position shown in Fig. 9.
turn down the upper corner O aa In thai "he laugbe bast who laughs last."
Wise Not at all. The really true
Fig. 10, and turn down eorner K on the
opposite side. Spread the upper edges saying Is, "lie laughs beat whose laugh
lasts."
apart, and the cup la completed.

Fancy Hatpins

to

a Watch

b

d

k

k
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Special

The Western governors realdenoe should be necessary to sedefinitely expressed their vlows upon cure patent.
Good Roads.
the problems of the West In a set of
"We reiterate that 6 per centum of
resolutions adopted at a closing meeting of thett- body.
the public lands in the several states
The resolutions were adopted after should be granted to the said states
a week's crmaMwfatlon of the ques- to aid is construction of permanent
tions both In meetings of the gover- roads.
Delay
Red Tap.
nor's conference and the sessions of
t)t Irrigation conference called
by
"We believe one of the greatest
Secretary of the Interior Lane.
blessings the officials at Washington
A committee of three governors
could bestow upon the West would be
Spry, of Utah; Oddie, of Nevada, and the elimination of ill red tape and the
Amnions of Colorado wat appointed to taking of prompt action upon all mats
present the views of the Western
ters pending before the departments
to President Wilson, Secretary and In which the Western states are
of the Interior Lame and other federal Interested, and we are pleased to note
officials at Washington.
that efforts are already being made In
that direction.
Resolutions of Governors.
The resolution follow:
Interior Department.
"We, the members of the Western
"We are pleased at the thoughtful- Governors' conference, In convention ness of the secretary of the Interior
assembled St Denver, Colorada April In sending bo many of hit representa.
7, 8, 9, 10 and 11. 1114, do hereby adopt Uvea to .the irrigation conference now
in session In this city. We express our
the following resolutions:
appreciation of hit intention to adopt,
Conservation.
a more liberal policy toward the set"We believe In conservation--Iaso conservation. We believe that tlement and development of the West,
the
Creator placed the vast and assure him of our hearty cooperresources of this nation here for the ation in this direction.
use and benefit of all the people gen
"We recommend that 10 per centum
orations past, present and future, and of all vacant and unappropriated pub
while we believe due consideration He lands in each of the arid states be
and protection should be given to the donated to such states and each of
rights of those who came hereafter them at shall to request, tald lands
we insist that the people of this day to be told by such states at other
and age should be given every reason- state lands are disposed of and tha
able opportunity to develop our won- proceeds of such sales to form a reserderful resources and put them to a voir fund to be used under the direction of the state for Irrigation reclabeneficial use.
mation' purposes.
State Control.
"We urgently recommend that the
"That It is the duty of each and
every state to adopt such laws as will United States reclamation projects
make for true conservation of our re- now under process of construction be
sources, prevent monopoly and render completed at the earliest practicable
the greatest good to the greatest num- moment and turned over to the
ber; and that as rapidly as the slates settlers thereunder as toon as can .he.
prepare themselves to carry out such
Would Complete Project.
"We urgently recommend that the
a policy of conservation the federal
government should withdraw Its sup- United States reclamation service Imervision and turn the work over to the mediately inveatigate any and all
Carey land, irrigation district or like
states.
projects commenced or under conSettlement of Our Land.
"Believing that those who control struction in the arid states and render
the soil control the nation and that such projects all financial and other
the most blessed nations aro those assistance possible, to the end that
where the ownership of lands is in they may be Immediately completed
many hands, we Insist that in the man- and the settlers thereunder protected
agement and sale of our public lands and assisted and the persons holding
both the federal government and the bonds Issued against tald projects b(
state should maintain such a policy compensated as far as practicable.
as will make for the rapid settlement
"Whereas, the Western governors
of all vacant agricultural lands.
have received many kindnesses and
Desert Land Act.
courtesies from Oovernor Amnions,
"Resolved, That this convention
to Congress amendments of the good citizens of Colorado and of
the following nature to the Desert Denver In particular.
"Now, therefore, be it resolved. That
Land act:
(1) That th entryman's proof of the hearty thanks of this conference
citizenship in the state wherein he of Western governors be extended to
makes a desert land filing, be changed Governor Ammons and the people of
from the time of filing to the time of Denver and of the state of Colorado
for their uniform kindness and hosproving up.
"(2) That the requirements of rec- pitality.
'We urge the press of the Western
lamation be enlarged to embrace the
alternative proof of cultivation by the states to Investígate and actively supactual growing of crops by dry farm port these principles."
The governors re affirmed the resomethods on double the acreage relutions they adopted at tholr Salt Lake
quired if by Irrigation.
meeting In 1913. Oovernor Spry of
Homestead Entry.
"We approve the plan now before Utah Is the new president of the or
Congress to permit homestead entries ganlzatton and Governor Ernest Lister
by persons over eighteen years of age. of Washington Is secretary.
The next meeting will be held In
Water Power.
"Whereas, Congress has declared Seattle to 1915. Moot of the members
the water of all lakes, rivers and other probably will attend the general gov
sources of water supply, upon the pub- eruors' conference at Madison. Wis., in
lic lands and not navigable, shall re- June.
main and be held free for the appropriation and use of the public for Ir- Land Leasing Condemned by Stockmen
Denver.
rigation, mining and manufacturing
Stock'
The Colorado
purposes,' we Insist the Federal gov- growers' Association adopted resolu
ernment haa no lawful authority to tions condemning the government's
billa now pending in Con
exercise control over the water of a
state- - through ownership of public gress, and favoring changes In the
laws which will permit of the fullest
lands.
"We maintain the waters of a state use of the public ranges without Inter
belong to the people of the state and ferlng with the development of the
that the states should be left free to state.
A. A. jones, first assistant secretary
develop water power possibilities and
should receive fully the revenues and of the Interior, Intimated that the de
other benefits derived from such de- partment was not satisfied with the
grazing bill. He declared that the
velopment.
public lands had been set aside esPrecious Metals.
"We reiterate our expression con- sentially for the creation of homes
tained In Article 10 of the 1918 reso- and that he was strongly adverse to
lutions, referring to the reopening of letting out large areas for long leases
mineral land, and In addition would to Individuals.
urge that the revenues derived from
The cattlemen's district organizathe sale of such lands should be ttsed tions art) expected to take further acfor the reclamation of the arid lands tion. Fred P. Johnson, secretary of
the Blata organization, said that he
of the West.
believed the smaller organizations
Grazing Lands.
"We believe grazing lands should be would stand solidly against the presdisposed of through an enlarged home ent program. These associations, he
stead' act giving the settler sufficient said, art formed mostly of the smaller
ground to enable him on a livestock stock raisers who fear that the
leasing of public lands in large areas
basis to support a family.
will aid In establishing monopolies
Summer Homstad Law.
"We favor the paaaage of a summer which may ultimately embárrate their
law, per business.
homestead or
The convention closed with the
mitting land not valuable for timber,
minerals or agriculture, but suitable election of officer. Three of the four
Frank D.
for summer homes, to be acquired In exec utives were
tracts for Hauler- of Rifle, prealdent; M. J. Mo
not to exceed forty-acr- e
summer homes. Th entryman should Mlllln of Lamar, vice president, and
not be required to be a resident of the Fred P. Johnson of Denver, secretary.
otate In which the land Is situated, Arnold Powell of Yampa succeeded J.
and suitable improvements of the val- P. Adams of Denver as treasurer on
ue of 1800. and three years' summer Adams' nomination.
Denver.

ÍCowrudh by A Nely
y A.

Support to All Project Backed by Taxpayers, and Nam
Committee to Toll Want to the President snd Other
Washington Officials.

all-wi-

land-leasin-

-

110,000 FOR B4LLY

SUNDAY.

Gunmen Dl In Electric Chair.
Ossinlng, N. Y. The four New York
gunmen convicted of killing Herman
Rosenthal, gambler, in front of a
Broadway hotel in July, 1912. were put
to death In the electric chair at Sing
Sing prison. "Dago Frank" Clroftcl
hoped for Ufe up to the laat minute.
The men were electrocuted on at a
time In the following order: Harry
llorowitt ( "Gyp the Blood"), Louia
Rosenberg ("Lefty Louie"), Frank
("Dago Frank"), Frank SeJdesv

and' Laymen ArSprings Minister
range to Raise Fund.
Colorado Springs. A breakfast and
prayer meeting was held at a hotel
here to discuta the financing of Billy
Sunday's revival here In June. Sixty
ministers and laymen attended and
Immediately after started a campaign
to get the motiey. It requires about
110,000 cash to bring Sunday here,
when he will begin raiting motiey lm
mediately and pay tha guarantee.
thu ("Wolley Lewis"!

Good Cheer Aids
Digestion of Food
C&pptirj Can Maka th Rett of
the Famtfy Happy bf Using

a Laxoétv- - Tonic.
The temper of the family and the
good cheer around the table depend to
nnch on the good digestion of each
Individual present that the experience
of some former dyspeptics who overcame their trouble should be of interest to those now suffering In this
way.

The best advice one can give but It
Is advice that la seldom heeded Is to
eat slowly and masticate each mouthful carefully. However, If slow eating
and careful mastication fall the next
aid Is one close to nature. Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. This remedy Is
an excellent dlgeatant, and la addition
to helping In the digestion of the food,
acta gently on the liver and bowels,
ridding them of the accumulation of
waste that should long ago have been
patted oft. It it safe, reliable, p:aa
ant tasting, and results are guaran
teed.
MaJ 8. Martin, of Joplln, Mo , now
77, thinks Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
hat helped him to a longer and hap-

MAJ. S. MARTIN
Ton can obtain Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin at any drag store for fifty cents
or ose dollar, the latter site being
bought by beads of families already

familiar with Its merits. Results are
always guaranteed or money will be
refunded.
When you use Syrup Pepsin you will
see the fallacy of chewing mints and
tablets or of taking cathartics, salts,
pills and similar drastic medicines. Unlike these, Syrup Pepsin does not lote
It good effect, and by automatically
training the stomach and bowel muscle to do their work, soon rettoret
thete organs to normal.
Families wishing to try a free sample bottle can obtain It postpaid by addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 203 Wash
lngton St, Montlcello, III. A postal
card with your name and address on It

pier life. He hat not felt so good In
years as he hat since taking this ex
cellent medicine, and In spite of his
77 years he says he feels like a boy.
It is the ideal remedy for Indiges
tion, no matter how severe; constipa
tion, no matter how chronic, biliousness, headaches, gat on the ttomaoh,
drowsiness after eating and similar
annoyances.
will do.

Watch Your Colts

for Ooagbtv Ootos and DUtmpr, and at the firm trmptOBi of enr
tmitU floeee of that wonderful . remedy, now ta
inch ailment, art
uust need in nonnm.
NPOIIVS DI AT KM I'ER COMPOUND
M Meta aa tl a bottle: M and 110 the down of fcnr SnuffUt.
dealer, or delivered br
sl'dl
Chemists and BaotartoloaliU, Ooehea, 1ml., C. a. A.
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SCOURGE

IS

STILL

DEADLY

Claim of
"Cure" for Consumption
Hava Not Been Verified by Scientific Authorities.
In tplte of the statements of a number of Individuals who have recently
claimed that they have found a "cure"
for consumption, th National Association for the Study and Prevention of
Tuberculosis, the highest authority on
this disease in America, declares that
there is no information at hand to Justify the belief that any specific cure
for tuberculosis has been discovered
which deserves the confidence of the
medical profession and the people.
Backing up these statements, the
United 8tates publio health service
declare tua,t, outside of the three essentials In the treatment of consumption, namely, rest, fresh air, and good
food, "There is no drug known, however rare or expensive It may be, that
has any curative action in this disease,
and all remedies advertised as such
are to be avoided. Patent cough medor
icines are harmful; redtum.
electricity in any of Its form have no
special value In tuberculosis of the
lungs. No serum has yet been found
that will cure It, and there Is no plaster or poultices which has any effect
on the disease itself.

Reformer Rebuffed.
The nervous lady was calling on the
calm and collected mother of six.
"Do look at the baby!" shrieked
the caller.
"What's the matter with the baby?"
smiled the mother.
"He's playing with a big carving
knife I"
"1 see he is. But don't you worry.
It's an old carving knife, and even if
he did dull It a little, we have a lovely
machine in the kitchen that will
You were
sharpen It again a Jiffy
saying?"

Important to Mother

Th Eatet Way.
"I wish I could make enough money
quickly so 1 could have the leisure to
sit down and write a play so good that
It would make the country talk about
It for ten years to come."
"That's easily done. Write a bad
play first."
Some men couldn't generate personr
dyal magnetism with a
namo.
high-powe-

Putnam Fadeless Dyes will last
til the goods wear out. Adv.

un-

The barking dog seldom bites the
cautious man.

Have You a Bad Back?
Whenever you uee your back, does a
sharp pain bit you? Does your back
ache constantly, feel sore and lame?
It's a sign of lick kidneys, especially if
the kidney action is disordered too, passages scanty or too frequent or off color.
In neglect there is danger of dropsy,
gravel or Bright's disease. Use Doan's
Kidney Pills which have cured thoi

A

Texas Case

Mrs. B. F. Ban-coAnderson Ara.,
Houston, Tas., saya:
operation
''Two
failed to relieve my
kidney
I
trouble.
had
hemorrhafaa
of tba kldnaya and
eased pure blood,
? ha
pain and
In my book
terrible. I was
nothing
but akin
and bones When
had airen up hope.
Doan'a Kidney Pille
cama to my rescue
and cured ma. Today X am In batter
health than aver before."

ifihi

Jnts

9

Cat Doaa'i at

Amy Store. BOs

Bern

DOAN'S WAV
CO, BUFFALO.

FOSTER MILBURN

N. Y.

Don't Persecute
Your Bowels

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a aafe and sure remedy for
infants and children, and tee that It Cut out cathartics and purjrstivea. Thar are
uruiui, liaran, unnecessary i Jmmmmm
Bears the
CARTER'S LITTLE
Signature of
áBBBBBSBBaT
S
LIVER PILLS
in ue For over SO Years
I'urriv saaitaMa
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria gently
1CARTEI&
on the liver,

Vry

Different.
"Were the fish biting on your last

country trip?"
"No, but the dogs were."

Ten smiles for a nickel. Always buy Bad
Ores Bag Blue; have beautiful, clear
white clothe. Adv.

elimínate
eoothcthe
membrane of !'e
bowel.

M

my

Cut

i

vlk

CarmiMlm
tiuaasatas.
lick tins- ech, al laiigesllea. as míümbi katw.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.

Genuine mutt

bear

Signature

No argument can discount genuine

haoplnes.

RELIEVES

The setting hen may be a loafer, but
he deliver the goodt.

niEO
W. N. U

DENVER, NO.

14,

iaa

i .sir m?.i ir
justa
wordwitniouí
Daughters !)
Wires I

)

M.th.r.1

A woman's organism Is vry delicate thingit very easily
gats out of order just like a delicate piece of machinery, ft
requires atore than ordinary care and attention.
There ara many aigna which point todlaordar, such a heartache, owaoacanat-abl- a
pala la varioua parta of tha body, liatUaaneaa. Bervouanaaa. Irrltahlaaia.
4íssbmS falnlnaa. teeaaflh. los of appetite. dapraeaWn. ft4 ssany

eta.

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription

haa been th maana of ran luring tbouaanda of suffering women to natural health
aadstrangth. Por
than forty vat It haa h a auioaa araliy earrytaa
tal great work. Today 1 it known Larouffcout th Uawta aad braedt f ovary
land.
Woman everywhere look upon It aa a helpful friend.
Lot It aid ftm.

aw
1

Dr.

EYES

f

AQKNCY

FOR-J- x'

LAIL

Best grade Lump and Egg
SWASTIKA COAL

SUPPLY

Livery and Feed Stables in Connection. Draying to all parts of
the city.
Phone 56

K

Weber's Bakery

Cimarron Transfer Co.

Bakers1 Goods and
Confectioners

COMPANY

swearing. Prop.

WE SELL.

C

LOCAL

AND

PERSONAL

NEWS

ITEMS

Fresh home made taffy and
Herman Mutz the well known
marshmellows and other candies rancher and merchant in K town,
every day at Weber's.
visited with friends in Cimarron,
Wednesday.
The News is working for you and
the community every week. What
30 pounds Mexican' beans for
are YOU, not the other fellow, do- at Rogers, Wb i teman & Co.
ing for it)

All Kinds

of Farming

implements

Wagons
Buggies

$

Harness

a--

d

Saddles

Lumber and Other Building Material
Dr. A. C. Collyer is spending
C. p. Remsburg of Raton was a the week at Santa Fe, where be is
business visitor in the Key City taking the examination of thr state
the first of the week.
board medical association.
He
will return the latter part of the

Hardware

Give us a chance to quote you

week.
Mrs. H. E. Brennan went to
Maxwell, Monday to visit with
friends and relatives a few days.

A. W. VASEY
Fire, Accident, Liability, Tornado, Automobile and Life Insurance.
Sixteen Strongest and Besl Companies Represented.
Let The

News Estimate On

Your

Next Job

Matt Heck was a welcome
in Cinarron, Monday.

on your wants
20 pounds Mexican beans for $i
at Rogers, Whiteman & Co.

Swastika coal, the most heat for
vour money, sold by J. W.

Aladdin Mantle
Lamp

Josephine and Ruth
Misses
Crocker accompanied their mother
High grade dentistry is my proas far as Raton, Monday returning
fession. All work guaranteed. Dr.
the following evening.
Locke.
Roadmaster Frank Gumm was
looking after company business in
Cimarron, Tuesday.

lines

in these

E. A. Roscoe of Raton was a
business visitor in the Key City,
the first of the week.

Siancla Acl tneandtÁtieni Oil JLamfi cf ihe

1

Uord

an

m Whitest Light, Brightest Light, No Noise J

H. G.

Frankenburger went to
Raton, Tuesday to transact com
pany business for the Continental
Company.

No Odor, The Best Oil Light In Existence,!
Burns Common Kerosene, Five Times as
m Vjood-a-ljgas fcJectnc, Uses Less vJil
Than Old Style Lamp, Guaranteed
ht

Patronize home industry and
buy your bakery goods at Weber's
Restaurant and Bakery.

J. W. JERLS, Distributor

Mesdames Ray Whiteman and
Cyphers are spending the week in
Maxwell as the guest of Mrs.

Mrs. Jeffries departed the last of
the week for Colorado Springs, to
be at the bedside of her daughter
who is quite ill.

Misses Gailie

Í6

thefar

homes, their families, their stores and their churches

That's THEIR city
There's another city

Miss Mildred and Harvey Chandler, Jr., who have been visiting
their parents on the ranch the past
few days, departed Tuesday morn- .
a
a
a
t"
ing tor iriniaaa, wnere tney are

C. M. Rohr, Prop.

Pork

attending school.

just as big, just as important, and just as thriviug

That's the TELEPHONE CITY
in

the mountain region today tú

all the employes ot your telephone company could live

Ham

in one place they would

make a BIGGER CITY than Roswell
They CAN'T h spared, though, even to build

h

For they are busy every day ot the year in 400 cities and towns
making your telephone service

iu seven

states

Pickles

Hal Bullen who has been
for the Continental at the
Bonito store the past winter, resigned his position and on Monday
departed for his home in Denver.
book-keep-

city

er

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.

Lamb
Bacon
Salt Pork
SauerKraut

Fruit

Vegetables

Butter & Eggs

Eddie Scberrcr was a county
seat visitor the first of the week.

"The Corporation Dilferent"

Beef
Veal

W. Jerls was a Maxwell business visitor Monday.
He reports
that the newly incorporated village
will build cement walks this
(.

Over six thousand men and women are working
handle your telephone calls.
ff

Cimarron Meat Market

a thriving prosperous city

Over six thousand people live and work and thrive there
They have their friends,

at the right prices

Ethel

Brown and Iva Chandler enjoyed a
pleasant horseback ride to Bonito,
Satursday spending the day as the
guests of Mrs. Brown.

The Tale of Two Cities
Roswell, New Mexico,

Hunter,

Job Printing at the News

Codfish

The Cimarron & Northwestern
train did not run up to the mills
Monday. The engine was given a'
thorough overhauling and on Tues-dathe run was again resumed,
y

I

Mackerel

Herring

Fresh Fish and Oysters
Home made Bread
Phone 47

